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ABSTRACT 

XML has emerged as a new standard for information representation and exchange 

on the Internet. To efficiently process XML data, we propose the extended preorder 

numbering scheme, which determines the ancestor-descendant relationship between 

nodes in the hierarchy of XML data in constant time, and adapts to the dynamics of 

XML data by allocating extra space. 

Based on this numbering scheme, we propose sort-merge based algorithms, ^^-Join 

and £8-3oia., to process ancestor-descendant path expressions. The experimental 

results showed an order of magnitude performance improvement over conventional 

methods. We further propose the partition-based algorithms, which can be chosen 

by a query optimizer according to the characteristics of the input data. 

For complex path expressions with branches, we propose the Containment B"'"-tree 

(CB-tree) index and the IndexTwig algorithm. The CB-tree, which is an extension 

of the B"''-tree, supports both the containment query and the reverse containment 

query. It is an effective indexing scheme for XML documents with or without a small 

number of recursions. The proposed IndexTwig algorithm works with any index 

supporting containment and reverse containment queries, such as the CB-tree. We 

also introduce a simplified output model, which outputs only the necessary result 

of a path expression. The output model enables the Fast Existence Test (FET) 

optimization to skip unnecessary data and avoid generating unwanted results. 

Also in this dissertation, we introduce techniques to process the predicates in 

XML path expressions using the EVR-tree. The EVR-tree combines the advantages 

of indexing on values or elements individually using B+-trees. It utilizes the high value 

selectivity and/or high structural selectivity, and provides ordered element access by 

using a priority queue. 

At the end of the dissertation, we introduce the XISS/R system, which is an im
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plementation of the XML Indexing and Storage System (XISS) on top of a relational 

database. The XISS/R includes a web-based user interface and a XPath query engine 

to translate XPath queries into efficient SQL statements. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The extensible Markup Language (XML) has recently emerged as a new standard 

for information representation and exchange on the Internet [9]. Since XML data is 

self-descriptive, XML is considered one of the most promising means to define semi-

structured data, which is expected to be ubiquitous in large volumes from diverse 

data sources and applications on the web [2]. XML is extensible. It allows users to 

make up any new tags for descriptive markup for their own applications. Such user-

defined tags on data elements can encode the semantics of data. The relationships 

between elements can be defined by nested structures and references. As an example, 

Figure LI shows the content of a book hst in XML format. Two book elements 

are contained inside a books element. Each book has a title, price, and one 

or more chapter elements. Each chapter may contain a title and one or more 

section elements. Inside a section, there are title, figure, table, and even 

section elements. Note that a section enclosed inside a section makes it a recursive 

nesting. A section also has an attribute sid. We can see from this example that 

the flexibility of XML enable us to describe hierarchical data freely. However, this 

freedom comes at the cost of increased complexity in storing and querying XML data. 

In this dissertation, we will present techniques to addresses this increased complexity, 

and make the XML data management easier. 

The DOCTYPE element on the second line in Figure 1.1 declares the document type 

definition (DTD) of the XML data. This DTD is shown in Figure 1.2, and it defines 

the structure of the sample book hst data. Applications can use DTD or XML Schema 
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<?xml version="l.0"?> 

<!DOCTYPE books SYSTEM "books.dtd"> 

<books> 

<book> 

<title>Example Book in XML</title> 

<price>59.99</price> 

<chapter> 

<title>Chapter l</title> 

<section sid="l"> 

<title>Section l.l</title> 

<table caption="Table !"/> 

<section sid="2"> 

<title>Section l.l.l</title> 

<figure caption="Figure l"/> 

</section> 

</section> 

</chapter> 

<chapter> 

<title>Chapter 2</title> 

<section sid="3"> 

<title>Section 2.1</title> 

<figure caption="Figure 2"/> 

<table caption="Table 2"/> 

</section> 

</chapter> 

</book> 

<book> 

<title>Expensive Book</title> 

<price>119.99</price> 

<chapter> 

<title>Chapter l</title> 

</chapter> 

</book> 

</books> 

FIGURE 1.1. Sample XML Data, books.xml 
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<!ELEMENT books (book+)> 

<!ELEMENT book (title, price, chapter*)> 

<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT price (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT chapter (title, section*)> 

<!ELEMENT section (title, (figure I table I section)* )> 

<!ATTLIST section 

Sid CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST table 

caption CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST figure 

caption CDATA #REQUIRED> 

FIGURE 1.2. Sample DTD, books.dtd 

to define the structure, content and semantics of XML data, which is an important 

feature of XML. At the same time, constrains on XML data can be expressed using 

DTD or XML Schema. Then XML documents can be validated according to DTD 

or XML Schema definitions. 

1.2 Research Problems 

As more and more information is stored and exchanged in XML, or presented as 

XML through various interfaces, the ability to intelligently and efficiently query XML 

data becomes increasingly important. Several query languages have been proposed. 

Examples are XML-QL [20], XML-GL [12], Quilt [13], XPath [16], and XQuery [7]. 

The common feature of these languages is the use of path expressions to navigate 

through arbitrarily long paths and retrieve data from the hierarchy of XML data. 

XQuery is the public working draft of a query language for XML released from the 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The XQuery language is designed to be broadly 

applicable across all types of XML data sources from documents to databases and 

object repositories. In XQuery, path expressions are used to locate nodes in XML 

data. 
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XQuery's path expressions are derived from XPath 1.0 and are identical to the 

path expressions of XPath 2.0. A path expression consists of a series of one or more 

steps, separated by a single or double slash. Each step evaluates to a sequence of 

nodes. Let us use the following path expression as an example. 

/books/book/chapter 

The first step, /books, selects the books element at the root of the XML data. Then it 

uses the step, /book, to get all the book elements, and finally uses the step, /chapter, 

to return a sequence of chapter elements. The whole expression finds all chapters in 

the book list. If we apply the above path expression on the sample data in Figure 1.1, 

we get a sequence of chapter elements, two in the first book and one in the second 

book. The same set of chapters can be found by the following expression, which uses 

the double slash. 

//book/chapter 

The step with a double slash, //book, selects all the book elements regardless of the 

level in the document tree. If all book elements appear as the children of the element 

books, these above two expressions will return the same result. 

In XQuery, predicates can be used to select a subset of the nodes. Each predicate 

is enclosed in a pair of square brackets. For example, the following example has a 

predicate to select the book elements with a price less than 100. 

//book[price < 100] 

The expression inside a predicate does not have to return a boolean value. If an 

expression results in a non-empty sequence of element nodes, the predicate has an 

efl'ective boolean true value. A detailed introduction of predicates will be presented 

in Chapter 6. With the introduction of predicates, a path expression is not just a 

single path. It can be very complicated. For example, the following path expression 

has two predicates to filter section elements. 
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for $b in /books/book 

where $b/price > 100 and 

$b/title = "Expensive Book" 

return $b 

FIGURE 1.3. Sample XQuery 

Ql: //book//section[figure] [table]/title 

This path expression finds all titles of sections that directly contain both figure and 

table elements. Applying this query on the sample book list data in Figure 1.1, we 

get a title element, <title>Section 2.1</title>. Since we will use this path 

expression in the rest of the dissertation frequently, we refer to it as Ql. 

Path expressions can be used standalone in XQuery. They can also be combined 

inside other expressions to construct more complex expressions. We use a simple 

FLWORi expression as an example to demonstrate how path expressions are used. 

The XQuery in Figure 1.3 finds the books with the name, Expensive Book, and 

the price greater than 100. In Figure 1.3, the for clause iterates through the book 

element sequence and assigns each book element to variable $b. Each book element 

is then filtered by the where clause. Only the qualified book element is passed to 

the return clause, which returns the book element. In this XQuery, there are several 

path expressions, e.g., /books/book, $b/title and $b/price. During the query 

processing, these path expressions will be evaluated. Doing this efficiently is clearly 

essential in XML query processing. 

1.3 Approaches and Contributions of the Dissertation 

In this dissertation, we present the techniques of efficient evaluation of XML path 

expressions. We take a step-by-step approach. First, simple ancestor-descendant path 

expressions are addressed. Then we present the techniques to deal with arbitrarily 

^An acronym standing for the first letter of the clauses, for, let, where, order by, and return. 
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complex tree patterns. Following this, we describe how to efficiently process path 

expressions with predicates. 

XML data can be modeled by a tree structure, where nodes represent elements, 

attributes and text data, and parent-child node pairs represent nesting between XML 

data components. To speed up the processing of path expression queries, it is impor

tant to be able to quickly determine ancestor-descendant relationship between any 

pair of nodes in the hierarchy of XML data. We propose the extended preorder num

bering scheme to capture the tree structure of XML data. The proposed numbering 

scheme associates an extended preorder number with elements and attributes, and 

quickly determines the ancestor-descendant relationship between elements and/or at

tributes in the hierarchy of XML data. 

Using the numbering scheme, sort-merge based algorithms can be used to process 

parent-child and ancestor-descendant type structure joins. We introduce the ££-Join 

algorithm in this category for processing path expression queries. In particular, the 

8S-ioin algorithm is highly effective for searching paths that are very long or whose 

lengths are unknown. 

We also discuss the use of partition-based algorithms to process XML join queries. 

We first formulate XML path queries as range-point join queries. Then we discuss 

the partition-based algorithms that can utilize the range containment property to 

efficiently process the range-point join queries. Under the partition-based framework, 

we propose three algorithms, namely Descendant partition join, Segment-tree partition 

join and Ancestor Link partition join, which can be chosen by a query optimizer by 

considering different characteristics of input data. 

Since indexes can be used to speed up data access and address only relevant data, 

we also present the techniques to efficiently evaluate XML path expressions based 

on indexes. We propose the Containment B^-tree (CB-tree) index (an extension of 

the B"^-tree) that supports both the containment query and the reverse containment 

query. When there are no recursively nested elements (in which an element can be 
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a sub-element of itself) in the XML data, the CB-tree is the same as the B''"-tree. 

Based on the CB-tree, we propose a twig join algorithm named IndexTwig. The 

IndexTwig algorithm works with any index supporting containment and reverse con

tainment queries. A simplified output model is proposed and used in the IndexTwig 

algorithm. Based on this, the Fast Existence Test (FET) optimization is used to skip 

non-matching data and avoid generating unwanted results. 

To efficiently process the predicates in XML path expressions, we propose the 

EVR-tree to index elements and values together. The EVR-tree takes the advantages 

of indexing on values or elements individually using B+-trees. It utilizes the high 

value and/or structural selectivities, and provided ordered element access by using a 

priority queue. 

Since relational databases are mature and widely used, we propose our imple

mentation of the XML Indexing and Storage System, called XISS/R, which is based 

on relational databases. The XISS/R system demonstrates an efficient approach for 

using relational database systems to store and evaluate queries on XML data. 

The main contributions of the dissertation are: 

• The proposed numbering scheme is designed based on the notion of extended 

preorder to accommodate future insertions gracefully. This numbering scheme 

allows us to determine the ancestor-descendant relationship between elements 

and attributes in constant time. 

• The proposed sort-merge based join algorithm can process path expression 

queries without traversing the hierarchy of XML data. Experimental results 

from our prototype system implementation show that the proposed algorithm 

can process XML queries up to 10 times faster than conventional approaches. 

• Under the partition-based framework, the proposed algorithms can be chosen 

by query optimizer according to different characteristics of the input data. 
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• The proposed Containment -tree (CB-tree) index, which is a variant of 

the traditional B^-tree, supports both containment and reverse containment 

queries. Since the CB-treecan be implemented with httle modification to the 

traditional B^-tree, existing techniques for the B+-tree can be incorporated 

easily. 

• The index based twig join algorithm, IndexTwig, can skip unnecessary data and 

avoid generating intermediate results. The IndexTwig algorithm can work with 

any index supporting containment and reverse containment queries. 

• The proposed simple output model and the Output Optimization (FET) can 

be easily combined with the index based twig join algorithm to avoid accessing 

data needed for generating unwanted results. 

• Techniques to index and evaluate path expressions with predicates are proposed. 

• We introduce the XISS/R system, which is an implementation of the XML 

Indexing and Storage System (XISS) on top of a relational database. 

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation 

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the ex

tended preorder numbering scheme, which is the basis of the techniques for indexing 

and query processing. Based on the numbering scheme, we describe the XML Index

ing and Storage System (XISS) in Chapter 3. We present new algorithms, including 

sort-merge based algorithms (£^£^-Joinand £^^-Join) and partition-based algorithms, 

for the efficient evaluation of ancestor-descendant path queries in Chapter 4. Chap

ter 5 provides a description of the CB-treeindex and the IndexTwig algorithm to 

process twig pattern path queries. Previous research work on path query processing 

is also presented in this chapter. We present the evaluation of path expressions with 
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predicates especially inequality predicates in Chapter 6, whereas Chapter 7 intro

duces the XISS/R, the relational database implementation of the XML Indexing and 

Storage System. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

XML NUMBERING SCHEMES 

2.1 Introduction 

Since XML is becoming a new standard for information representation and exchange 

on the Internet, the problem of storing, indexing and querying XML documents poses 

new challenges to database researchers, and has been among the major issues of 

database research. XML data can be modeled by a tree structure. Many XML 

indexing techniques proposed recently are based on tree numbering schemes. By 

assigning a label (numbers or strings) to each tree node, indexes can be built to 

efficiently support processing of queries based on ancestor-descendant relationships. 

2.1.1 The Benefits of Numbering Schemes 

XML data can be queried by a combination of value search and structure search. 

Search by value can be done by matching such XML values as document names, 

element names/values, and attribute names/values. Search by structure can be 

done mostly by examining ancestor-descendant relationships given in path expression 

queries. To facilitate XML query processing by both value and structure searches, it 

is crucial to provide mechanisms to quickly determine the ancestor-descendant rela

tionship between XML elements as well as fast access to XML values. 

In an XML tree, nodes represent elements, attributes and text data, and parent-

child node pairs represent nesting between XML data components. To speed up the 

processing of path expression queries, it is important to be able to quickly determine 

ancestor-descendant relationship between any pair of nodes in the hierarchy of XML 

data. For example, a query with a regular path expression //book//section (in 
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the XPath syntax) is to find all section elements that are descendants of any book 

element. Once all book elements and section elements are found, these two element 

sets can be joined to produce all qualified book-section element pairs. This join 

operation can be carried out without traversing XML data trees, if the ancestor-

descendant relationship for a pair of book and section elements can be determined 

quickly. 

2.1.2 Preorder and Postorder Traversal Numbering Scheme 

To the best of our knowledge, Dietz's numbering scheme was the first to use a tree 

traversal order to determine the ancestor-descendant relationship between any pair 

of tree nodes [25]. His proposition was: for two given nodes x and y of a tree T, x 

is an ancestor of y if and only if x occurs before y in the preorder traversal of T and 

after y in the postorder traversal. 

We can label each node of a tree with a pair of integer numbers according to the 

preorder and postorder traversal orders. If a node is the n''^ and visited node 

in the preorder and postorder traversals, respectively, then its two labeled integers 

are n and m. The ancestor-descendant relationship can be determined by examining 

these pairs of integers. For example, consider a tree in Figure 2.1 whose nodes are 

annotated by Dietz's numbering scheme. In the tree, we can tell that node (1,7) is 

an ancestor of node (4,2), because node (1,7) comes before node (4,2) in the preorder 

traversal (i.e., 1 < 4) and after node (4,2) in the postorder traversal {i.e., 7 > 2). 

2.2 Extended Preorder Numbering Scheme 

2.2.1 Definition 

A benefit from the preorder and postorder numbering scheme is that the ancestor-

descendant relationship can be determined in constant time by examining the two 
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(1,7) 

(6,6) (2,4) 

(5,3) (7,5) (3,1) 

(4,2) 

FIGURE 2.1. Preorder and Postorder Numbering Scheme 

integers of tree nodes, which are assigned based on the preorder and postorder traver

sal. On the other hand, the hmitation of this approach is the lack of flexibility. 

Whenever a new node is inserted, the preorder and postorder may need to be recom

puted for many tree nodes, To get around this problem, we propose a new numbering 

scheme called extended preorder numbering scheme that associates each node with a 

pair of numbers <order, size> as follows. The order is similar to the preorder, and 

the size denotes the range of descendants. 

• For a tree node y and its parent x, order{x) < orderly) and order{y)-\-size{y) < 

order(x) -I- size{x). In other words, y's range [order(y), orderly) + size{y)] is 

contained in x's range [order{x), order{x) + size(x)]. 

• For two sibling nodes x and y, if x is the predecessor of y in the preorder 

traversal, then order{x) -|- size{x) < order{y). In other words, x's and y's 

ranges are disjoint. 

Then, for a tree node x, s i ze (x )  >  Y ly  s i ze{ y )  for all y's that are a direct child 

of X. Thus, size{x) can be an arbitrary integer larger than the total number of the 

current descendants of x, which allows to accommodate future insertions and deletions 

gracefully. 
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<1,100: 

<10,30: <41,10> 

<25,5> # <45,5> <11,5> 

<17,5> 

FIGURE 2.2. Extended Preorder Numbering Scheme 

2.2.2 Usage 

It is not difficult to show that the order of nodes by this proposed numbering scheme 

is equivalent to that of the preorder traversal. The proposed numbering scheme 

guarantees that, for a pair of tree nodes x and y, order{x) < order{y) if and only 

if X comes before y in a preorder traversal. Furthermore, the ancestor-descendant 

relationship for a pair of nodes can be determined by examining their order and size 

values according to the following condition: 

For two given nodes x and y of a tree T, x is an ancestor of y if and only 

if order{x) < order{y) < order{x) + size{x). 

For example, in Figure 2.2, each node is labeled by a <order, size> pair in paren

theses according to the extended preorder numbering scheme. In the figure, node 

(1,100) is an ancestor of node (17, 5), because 17 > 1 and 17 < 100 -f-1. Since we do 

not require the order to be consecutive integers, there are some gaps in the numbering 

space, which can be used for future insertions. 

Compared with Dietz's scheme, the extended preorder numbering scheme is more 

flexible and can deal with dynamic updates of XML data more efficiently. Since extra 

space can be reserved in what we call the extended preorder to accommodate future 

insertions, global reordering is not necessary until all the reserved space {i.e., unused 

order values) are consumed. Note that for both numbering schemes, deleting a node 
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<11,5> 
, 

I [11,16] I I [17,22] I I [25,30] | | [45,50] | 

[10,40] 

[1,101] 

1 I [41,51] I 
-> 

.<17,5> 

FIGURE 2.3. Number-Range Mapping 

does not cause renumbering the nodes. However, it is easier for our numbering scheme 

to recycle the order values of deleted nodes. To do so, we only need to extend the 

deleting node's sibhngs' or parent's size value to include the deleted range. 

In the rest of the dissertation, both elements and attributes use the order of the 

<order, size> pair as their unique identifier, element ID, in the document tree. This 

identifier will be used as the key for sorting and indexing. 

2.2.3 Range Mapping and Containment Property 

According to the extended preorder numbering scheme, the associated pair of numbers 

of each node defines a range. The starting point of the range is order and the end 

point is order + size. Thus, the XML tree is mapped into a set of ranges, which is 

illustrated in Figure 2.3. Prom the right hand side mapped ranges of Figure 2.3, we can 

easily determine the ancestor-descendant relationship by examining the containment 

relationship between ranges. For example, since the range [17, 22] is contained in 

both [10, 40] and [1,101], the node with order 17 is a descendant of both nodes with 

order 10 and 1. 

Since there is no partial overlap between any two sub-trees, there is no partial over

lap among the ranges defined by the numbering scheme. We formalize this property 

as range containment property, which is defined as follows. 

Definition 1 (Range Containment Property). For any two ranges defined by the 
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Ancestor i 1 
Range Set -< ^ A <4. 2> ^ ^ A <7, 2> ^ 

Descendant J B 2 ^5 B 8 
Point Set I • • • 

I ^ \ \ \ \ I \ I • 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Extended Preorder Nunnber Space 

(b) Range and Point Sets 

FIGURE 2.4. Range Point Set Example 

extended preorder numbering scheme, either one range is contained in the other or 

they are disjoint. 

According to this property, if the starting point of a range is contained in an 

ancestor range, the whole range is contained in the ancestor range. Thus, for ancestor-

descendant type query, we can treat the ancestor set as a range set and the descendant 

set as a point set. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Each node in Figure 2.4(a) has 

an element name and a pair of numbers next to it. 

In Figure 2.4(a), suppose we are going to find all the paths of the pattern //A//B, 

which is to get all the B descendants of A. We can first gather the ancestor set, which 

is {< 1,8 >,< 4,2 >, < 7,2 >}. Then, we obtain the descendant point set, which 

is {2, 5, 8}. By the numbering scheme, the ancestor set corresponds to the range set: 

{[1, 9], [4, 6], [7, 9]}. Now, the task to find //A//B is the same as to find the pairs of 

range and point, where the point is contained in the range. Figure 2.4(b) illustrates 

this range set and point set relationship. After mapping ancestor sets to range sets 

and mapping descendant sets to point sets, the problem of finding path patterns is 

reduced to computing the join between a range set and a point set, which will be 

referred as range-point join in this dissertation. We will present the techniques to 

process this type of query in the following chapters. 

(a) Example XML Tree 
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2.3 Related Work 

To determine the ancestor-descendant relationships, a document tree can be viewed 

as a complete k-ary tree with many virtual nodes [46]. The identifier of each node is 

assigned according to the level-order tree traversal. Then, the ancestors and children 

of a node can be calculated using just the identifier. The problem of this approach is 

that when the arity and height of the complete tree are large, the identifier may be a 

huge number. For example, for a 10-ary complete tree with a height of 10, the total 

node number will be around 11 billion, which is too large to store in a four-byte word 

integer. This makes the approach unrealistic for large XML documents. 

In Kimber's approach [44], the "tree location address" locates a node in a tree by 

selecting an ancestor node at each level of the tree. So each identifier of an ancestor 

node is a prefix of its descendants. Using this prefix-based tree labeling, we need 

more space to store identifiers, and the time to determine the ancestor-descendant 

relationship is not constant. It depends on the length of identifiers. For prefix-

based tree labeling, techniques to reduce the label size (therefore, to reduce the size 

of related indexes) has been proposed. Abiteboul et al. [3] investigated two static 

labehng schemes to minimize the label size using a two level partition of an XML tree. 

Kaplan et al. [42] described a prefix-based tree labeling approach, the compressed 

prefix scheme. This scheme first partitions the tree into paths and then contracts 

each path into a single virtual node. The original tree labels are obtained using the 

prefix free binary string assignment of the compressed tree. The ancestor-descendant 

relationship test is a little more complicated than the prefix test of labels. The 

compressed prefix scheme can handle the indexing of isolated skewed tress without a 

large penalty, and produce labels of length matching the upper bound of the simple 

interval scheme 0{logN), where N is the total number of nodes. 

To support XML data which is subject to insertions and deletions, Cohen et 

al. [17] introduced a dynamic labeling scheme to handle the labeling of dynamic in
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sertions of nodes. The proposed scheme reduced labels' size by considering the depth 

and the width of the XML trees. The authors also considered simple clues such as 

the size and shape of a subtree to be inserted, and showed the improved upper and 

lower bounds of the maximum length of the labels by using clues. The Extended Pre-

order Numbering Scheme is a relatively static numbering scheme. Additional number 

space can be reserved for insertions, but renumbering cannot be guaranteed. This 

numbering scheme uses constant time to determine the ancestor-descendant relation

ship. The prefix numbering scheme is dynamic. The downside is that labels could be 

large and in different length, which requires more storage space and additional efforts 

to manage. 

Recently, Wang et al. proposed a perfect binary tree (PBiTree) encoding scheme [64], 

which can also be used to determine the ancestor-descendant relationship between two 

elements. In this scheme, a data tree is embedded in a complete binary tree. The 

in-order tree traversal of the binary tree is used to label the actual data tree nodes. 

Compared with the Extended Preorder Numbering Scheme, this scheme uses only one 

number for each node. In the worst case, the number of bits required to represent a 

code could be large, since there could be a large amount of virtual nodes can not be 

mapped to real data element nodes. It is also difficult to accommodate insertions in 

the middle of the tree. 

Using the position and depth of a tree node for indexing each occurrence of XML 

elements has also been proposed [68]. For a non-leaf node, the position is a pair of 

its beginning and end locations in a depth-first traversal order. The containment 

properties based on the position and depth are very similar to those of the extended 

preorder independently invented and proposed in this dissertation. 

Joe Celko identified several problems of using adjacency list to represent trees 

in relational databases [11]. For example, the adjacency list model does not model 

subordination (containment) well. He proposed to use nested sets to store a tree in 

tables. Each node in a tree is assigned two integers, which define a range. And this 
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labeling scheme is very similar to the extended preorder numbering scheme. These 

pairs of numbers are stored together with the node in the same tuple. Containment 

queries such as finding ancestors or descendants can be answered by using these 

assigned numbers much easier than the adjacency list model. 

2.4 Summary 

The proposed numbering scheme based on the extended preorder determines the 

ancestor-descendant relationship between nodes in the hierarchy of XML data in 

constant time. The numbering scheme can adapt gracefully to the dynamics of XML 

data objects by allocating a numbering region with extra space. 

We also introduced the mapping from tree nodes to ranges and the contain

ment property of these ranges. After the mapping, the problem of finding ancestor-

descendant pattern is reduced to range-point join. In the next chapter, we will present 

the techniques to process this type of join. 
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CHAPTER 3 

XML INDEXING AND STORAGE SYSTEM 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the extended preorder numbering scheme pro

vides a way to encode the elements and attributes in an XML document, such that 

the ancestor-descendant relationship can be determined in constant time, and future 

insertions can be accommodated gracefully. This numbering scheme also provides 

opportunities for storing XML data. In this chapter, we describe how XML data are 

stored inside the XML Indexing and Storage System (XISS). The index structures in 

the XISS are used by path query processing algorithms that will be discussed in the 

next chapter. Note that based on the numbering scheme, we can also use relational 

databases to store and query XML data. This technique is demonstrated in the XML 

Indexing and Storage System using RDBMS (XISS/R) in Chapter 7. 

3.1 Introduction 

The XISS provides a framework to utilize the extended preorder numbering scheme. 

Within the framework, it implements sort-merge based algorithms {E£-3o\n and 

SA-3oin), and partition-based algorithms to process path expressions. 

The XISS supports search by element or attribute name and by structure. To 

achieve this goal, the XISS provides mechanisms to process the following operations 

efficiently. 

• For a given element name string, say figure, find a list of elements having the 

same name (a string i.e., figure), grouped by documents they belong to. 

• For a given attribute name string, say caption, find a list of attributes having 
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FIGURE 3.1. Index Structure Overview 

the same name (a string i.e., caption), grouped by documents they belong to. 

• For a given element, find its parent element and child elements (or attributes). 

For a given attribute, find its parent element. 

The XISS is composed of three major components: element index, attribute index 

and structure index, which are shown in Figure 3.1. The other two components in 

Figure 3.1 are name index for storing name strings and value table for attribute and 

text values. 

3.2 Index Structure 

Since all value entities in XML data are considered variable-length character strings, 

all distinct name strings are collected in the name index, which is implemented as a 

B^-tree. Then, each distinct name string is uniquely identified by a name identifier (or 

nid) returned from the name index. The use of a name index minimizes storage and 

computational overhead by eliminating replicated strings and string comparisons. For 

the same reason, all string values {i.e., attribute value and text value) are collected 

in the value table, and each value is assigned a value identifier (vid). Each XML 

document is also assigned a unique document identifier (did), which is an index key 

to retrieve the document name. In the entire system, an element or attribute can be 
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B'^-tree 
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<Order, Size>, 
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Parent ID 
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<Order, Size>, 
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Parent ID 

K N S S s N N N S 

<Order, Size>, 
Depth, 
Parent ID 

List of elements having the Element 
same did and nid Record 

FIGURE 3.2. Element Index 

uniquely identified by its did and order given by the extended preorder numbering 

scheme. 

The element index, attribute index and structure index support the three essential 

functionalities listed above, respectively. Both the element index and attribute index 

are implemented as B"'"-trees using name identifiers (nid) as keys. Each entry in a 

leaf node points to a set of fixed-length records for elements or attributes having 

an identical name string, grouped by documents they belong to. The element index 

allows us to quickly find all elements with the same tag name. Each element record 

includes an <order, size> pair and other related information of the element. The 

element records are in a sorted order by the order values as shown in Figure 3.2. The 

attribute index has almost the same structure as the element index, except that the 

record in attribute index has a value identifier vid, which is a key used to obtain the 

attribute value from the value table. 

The organization of the structure index is shown in Figure 3.3. It is a collection 

of linear arrays, each of which stores a set of fixed-length records for all elements and 

attributes from an XML document. Within an array, the elements and attributes 

are together sorted by their order value {i.e., in preorder traversal). Each record of 

the structure index stores a name identifier (nid), order values of the first sibling, 

first child, and the first attribute and so on. To retrieve a record, we can use the 
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\ nid, 
\ <Order, Size>, 
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\ Child order, B'^-tree 

Array of All Elements \ Sibling order, 
and Attributes in the \ Attribute order 

Same Document 

FIGURE 3.3. Structure Index 

order value as the array index to quickly locate the record. The structure index 

stores the information about the tree structure of a document. Using the structure 

index, an element or attribute record can be found quickly. From the link information 

inside the record, we can find the parent and children of an element (or attribute). 

Thus the structure index can be used to support tree traversal operations efficiently. 

The tree traversal-based algorithms, which will be described in the next chapter, are 

implemented based on this structure index. Additionally, using the same structural 

information, XML raw documents can be reconstructed and exported by simulating 

a preorder traversal using the structure index. 

3.3 An Example 

We shall use the book list XML data in Figure 1.1 to illustrate how the data are 

stored in the XISS. Figure 3.4 shows the document tree labeled with two integer 

numbers according to the extended preorder numbering scheme. Since there is only 

one document, let us assume the did is 1. Table 3.1 shows a sample assignment of 

element name identifiers [nid). The sample value table is shown in Table 3.2. For 

the element index, let us use the book element as an example to show the element 

index structure. Since we have two book elements, there are two records in the book 

element list. The content of these records can be seen in Figure 3.5. The field names 

inside each record are also displayed in the figure. Since the attribute index has 
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books <1,39> 

book <ii,l> book <2,30> 

title <3,1> price <5,1> chapter <7,14> chapter <22,10> 

"Example Book in XML" "59.99" <6,0> 
<4,0> 

title <8,1> 

"Chapter 1" <9,0> 

section <10,11> 

Element nid 
2 

FIGURE 3.4. Book List XML Tree 

Document ID List 

<2,30>. 1. 1 
<33,7>, 1. 1 

B -tree 

List of book records. 

Record Fields: 
<Order, Size>, 
Depth, 
Parent ID 

FIGURE 3.5. book Element List in XISS Element Index 

similar structures, it is not illustrated in this example. 

We also display the structure index of the document in Figure 3.6. The first 10 

records are shown in the figure, which is enough to show the details of this structure. 

Since value records do not have nid, the nid fields are empty (value 0). The value id 

vid of a value record is stored in the attribute order field. We can see that the records 

are sorted according to the order values. Given an order value, we can quickly locate 

its corresponding record by using the value as the array index. 
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Element Name nid 
books 1 
book 2 
title 3 
price 4 

chapter 5 
section 6 
table 7 
figure 8 

sid 9 
caption 10 

TABLE 3.1. Sample Assignment 

Value String vid 
"Example Book in XML" 1 
"59.99" 2 
"Chapter 1" 3 
II II 4 
"Section 1.1" 5 
"Table 1" 6 
"2" 7 

TABLE 3.2. Sample Value Table 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we first described the functionalities that needed to support efficient 

path processing. Then, we presented the XISS that can be used to store and index 

XML data. Several index structures of the XISS were introduced, among which 

element and attribute indexes can be used to retrieve a list of elements or attributes, 

and structure index can be used to support efficient tree traversals. In the next 

chapter, we will describe the path expression processing algorithms based on the 

index structures in the XISS. 
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Document ID (did' 

B^-tree 

Array of All Elements 
and Attributes in 

document 1 

1. <1. 39>. 0. 2. 0. 0 
2. <2. 30>. 1. 3. 33. 0 
3. <3. 1>. 2. 4. 5. 0 
0. <4. 0>, 3. 0. 0. 1 
4. <5. 1>. 2. 6. 7.0 
0. <6. 0>. 5. 0. 0. 2 
5. <7, 14>. 2, 8. 22, 0 
3. <8. 1>. 7. 9. 10. 0 
0, <9. 0>. 8. 0. 0. 3 
6. <10. 11>,11.0.0.11 

Record Fields: 
nid, 
<Order, Size>, 
Parent order, 
Child order, 
Sibling order. 
Attribute order 

FIGURE 3.6. Sample Structure Index 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANCESTOR-DESCENDANT PATH QUERY 
PROCESSING 

4.1 Introduction 

Basic path expressions such as ancestor-descendant and parent-child path queries 

appear commonly in XML path expressions. For example, consider the following 

sample query Ql. 

Ql: //book//section[figure][table]/title 

The query Ql is to find all title elements that are children of section elements, 

and have figure and table elements as its siblings in a book. To evaluate this 

query, we can decompose it into a set of ancestor-descendant and parent-child type of 

basic path expressions, and join the results of these basic path expressions together 

in the end. After the decomposition of Ql, we obtain the basic path expressions, 

book//section, section/figure, section/table and section/title. The sub

expression, book//section, is an ancestor-descendant type of path expression. This 

basic path expression is to find all book and section pairs. The other three are 

parent-child type of path expressions. Prom this example, we can see that finding 

answers of basic path expressions efficiently is clearly important in the whole XML 

path expression evaluation. 

Most straightforward approaches to processing path expression queries, for in

stance book//section, traverse the hierarchy of XML objects in either top-down or 

bottom-up fashion [51]. To process the query by a top-down approach, all downward 

paths starting from a book element should be followed to determine whether there 

exists any section element as a descendant. This step needs to be repeated for all 
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book elements in the XML database. This impUes that it is absolutely necessary to 

examine every possible path from each book element to all leaf nodes in an XML tree, 

because it is not usually known where section elements will be found in the paths. 

If the book element is the root of an XML tree, then the entire tree will be traversed. 

The cost of tree traversal may be reduced by a bottom-up approach. For the 

same query, book//section, all section elements will be located. Then, from each 

of such section elements, a corresponding XML tree will be examined by traversing 

up the tree to find out whether there exists any book element as an ancestor. This 

upward traversal will be simpler and less costly, because there exists always at most 

one upward path. However, if there are many section elements and only a few book 

elements, the cost of bottom-up approach might be even higher than that of top-down 

approach. 

A hybrid approach has been proposed that traverses in both top-down and bottom-

up fashions, meeting in the middle of a path expression [51]. This hybrid approach 

can take advantage of top-down and bottom-up approaches for XML data of certain 

structural characteristics. However, its effectiveness is not always guaranteed. 

With the introduction of XML numbering schemes, new indexing techniques and 

algorithms can be used to process path queries more efficiently. In the rest of this 

chapter, we first introduce the related work in Section 4.2. Then we describe the tech

niques to process ancestor-descendant path expressions. Since the parent-child path 

expression can be considered as a special case of the ancestor-descendant path (with 

depth difference limited to one), we will focus on the ancestor-descendant path pro

cessing. Two kinds of algorithms, sort-merge based and partition-based algorithms, 

will be introduced in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, respectively. Section 4.2 discusses 

related work about the ancestor-descendant path processing. We summarize this 

chapter in Section 4.5. 
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4.2 Related Work 

For XML databases with graph-based data models, path traversals play a central role 

in query processing, and optimizing navigational path expressions is an important 

issue. The optimal query plan depends not only on the values in the database but 

also on the shape of the graph containing the data. Three query evaluation strategies 

have been proposed for Lore's cost-based query optimizer [51]. They are a top-down 

strategy for exploiting the path expression, a bottom-up strategy for exploiting value 

predicates, and a hybrid strategy. To speed up query processing in a Lore database, 

four different types of index structures have been proposed [32, 52]. Value index and 

text index are used to search objects that have specific values; link index and path 

index provide fast access to parents of an object and all objects reachable via a given 

labeled path. In the XISS, since we only considered string values, we have only on 

value table, which serves similar functionalities as the value and text indexes in Lore. 

The structure index of the XISS provides efficient structural access, including finding 

parent, which is similar to link index. For the path index, we have to know the path 

we need to index. However, this information is always known beforehand. 

In the index fabric [18], all the root-to-leaf element paths in XML data trees are 

inserted into a disk-resident Patricia trie as strings. The key idea is to transform a 

memory-based Patricia trie into a block-structure counterpart, so that it can store 

and access the disk-resident element paths efficiently. Note that the index fabric does 

not store any suffix of the paths. Thus, a sub-path match operation (a path not fully 

specified from the root to a leaf) is poised as a query with a wildcard as a prefix and/or 

a suffix. Although the index fabric can process exact-match path queries efficiently, 

such queries with wildcards in their paths might be difficult to process with the index 

fabric. We will show that using the extended preorder numbering scheme, this type 

of queries can be handled by sort-merge or partition-based algorithms efficiently. 

The problem of optimizing regular path expressions has been studied in the context 
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of navigating semi-structured data in web sites [4, 27]. The semi-structured data 

is modeled as an edge-labeled graph, where nodes denote HTML pages and edges 

denote hyperlinks. Abiteboul and Vianu [4] dealt with a path query evaluation that 

takes advantage of local knowledge {i.e., path constraints) about data graphs that 

may capture structural information about a web site. They addressed the issue of 

equivalence decidability of regular path queries under such constraints. Fernandez 

and Dan Suciu [27] proposed two query optimization techniques to rewrite a given 

regular path expression into another query that reduces the scope of navigation. The 

above techniques to process path expressions are all based on the graph model. Since 

XML data can be model by a tree structure, using graph model cannot capture all 

the features of XML data. Our proposed numbering scheme, on the other hand, uses 

numbers to keep the structural information of XML data, which enables us to use 

conventional relational database techniques to process XML data. 

Several sort-merge based algorithms have been proposed to process ancestor-

descendant type path expressions. Zhang et al. proposed to use the position and 

depth of a tree node for indexing each occurrence of XML elements [68], and pro

posed a variation of the traditional merge join algorithm, called the multi-predicate 

merge join (MPMGJN) algorithm, to process containment join (corresponding to 

ancestor-descendant and parent-child joins). The MPMGJN algorithm showed an 

order of magnitude performance improvement over standard join algorithms in rela

tional databases. Later, Al-Khalifa et al. developed a family of stack-tree structural 

join algorithms, which utilized in-memory stacks to hold ancestor nodes [61]. 

Hash-based join algorithms can be used as an alternative to sort-merge based 

algorithms to process equality joins. Comparisons of sort-based and hash-based al

gorithms show that many dualities exist between the two types of algorithms and 

both should be available in a query-processing system [33]. This is also one of the 

motivations for us to investigate partition-based algorithms, which can be considered 

as hash-based algorithms. A partitioned band join [22] algorithm has been proposed 
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for evaluation "Band Joins", which is a class of non-equijoin. There are also a large 

amount of work has been done in the temporal database area to process temporal 

intersection joins [35], in which join predicates over time attributes are mostly of the 

inequality type. To process valid-time joins, a partition-based evaluation algorithm 

has been proposed [60]. This algorithm utilizes in-memory cache to store "long-lived" 

tuple and avoids the replication of tuples in multiple partitions. 

For XML data, with the introduction of numbering schemes, partition-based al

gorithms can be used to process the join between range and point sets (containment 

join). Wang et al. [64] proposed a containment query processing framework based on 

a new coding scheme, PBiTree code, in which a data tree is embedded in a complete 

binary tree. Partition-based algorithms were also proposed along with the PBiTree 

encoding. The partitioning strategies used in the paper were limited to the PBiTree 

encoding. False hits could be introduced by the roll-up operation, which makes post

processing to be necessary. 

4.3 Sort-merge Based Algorithms 

In this section, we describe two sort-merge based algorithms, £^^-Join and £S-3o\ia.. 

These two algorithms utilize the XISS index structures introduced in the previous 

chapter. In Section 4.3.3, comparisons to traversal-based algorithms are studied. 

4.3.1 ^^-Join 

The £'^-Join algorithm joins two intermediate results from subexpressions, which 

are a list of elements and a list of attributes. The intermediate result can be the 

result from an index access from the XISS. For example, the path expression, 

figure [©caption = "Figure 1"] , searches all figure elements with a caption Figure 

1 from all XML documents in the XISS system. The input to the £^^-Join algorithm 
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Algorithm 1: <5,4-Join: Element and Attribute Join 

Input; El,, Em'- Ei to Em are sorted by did, each Ej itself is also a list 
of elements having a common document identifier 
sorted by order values; 

A i , ,  A n -  A i  t o  A n  a r e  s o r t e d  b y  did, each Aj itself is also a hst 
of attributes having a common document identifier 
sorted by order values; 

Output: A set of (e, a) pairs such that the element e is the parent of the 
attribute a. 

// Sort-merge Ei,... ,Em and Ai,... ,An by document identifier, did. 
1: foreach Ei and Aj with the same did do 

// Sort-merge list E^ and list Aj by order value. 
2: foreach pair (e,a) during the scan do 

// e is the element pointed to by the cursor of Ei 
// a is the attribute pointed to by the cursor of Aj 
// Test if e is the parent of a 

3: if (e.order < a.order A e.order -|- e.size > a.order A 

e.depth = a.depth — 1 ) then 
output (e,a); 

end 
end 

end 

is a hst of figure elements and a hst of caption attributes grouped by documents 

which they belong to. The EA-io\rv algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. 

Since the element (or attribute) index maintains the element (or attribute) records 

in a sorted order by document identifiers and then order values, the join of the two 

hsts can be obtained by a two-stage sort-merge operation without additional cost of 

sorting. An element list and an attribute list are merged by document identifiers in 

the first stage. Then, in the second stage, for a pair of element list and attribute list 

with a matching document identifier {i.e., extracted from the same document), the 

elements and attributes are merged by examining the parent-child relationship based 

on their order values given by the numbering scheme. 

It is important to ensure that attributes are placed before their sibling elements 
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• Element Node 

• Attribute Node 

section section <1,3>( 

K section < 2, 1> sid<2, 0> ^ section < 3, 1> 

sid <4, 0> 

sid<3, 0> ^ sid<4,0> ^ 

r 
Element Lists: 
section list sid list 

Element Lists: 
section list sid list 

section <1,3> sid<3, 0> 
section <2, 1> sid<4, 0> 

section <1,3> sid<2, 0> 
section <3, 1> sid<4, 0> 

FIGURE 4.1. Examples of Different Attribute Orders 

in the order by the numbering scheme. Although we may think it is natural that 

attributes should be ordered before their element siblings, still we would like to point 

this out. Its performance impact on the £^^-Join operation is potentially very high, 

because this additional requirement on the numbering scheme guarantees that those 

elements and attributes with a matching document identifier can be merged in a single 

scan. Specifically, both the lists {Ei\ and {Aj} grouped by document are scanned once 

by the outer foreach loop (line 1 in Algorithm 1), and both the element list Ei and 

attribute list Aj are scanned once by the inner foreach loop (line 2 in Algorithm 1). 

This can be best explained by an example shown in Figure 4.1. Note that tree 

nodes are annotated by <order, size> pairs. The element lists of the two XML trees 

are shown in the lower part of the figure. Consider the XML tree at the left hand 

side of Figure 4.1, where an attribute sid<4, 0> is numbered after its sibling element 

section<2,1>. By the time the parent-child relationship between section<l,3> 

and sid<4, 0> is examined, the attribute sid<3, 0> has already been passed over. 

Consequently, to examine the parent-child relationship between section<2,1> and 
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Algorithm 2: ££-3o\ii: Element and Element Join 

Input: E l , ,  E m  and Fi,..., in sorted order by document identifier 
Ei or Fj is a list of elements having a common document identifier. 

Output: A set of (e, /) pairs such that the element e is an ancestor 
of the element /. 

/ / Sort-merge Ei,..., E^ and Fi,..., by document identifier. 
1: foreach Ei and Fj with the same did do 

// Sort-merge Ei and Fj by order values 
2: foreach pair (e, f) do 

// e is the element pointed to by the cursor of Ei 
// / is the element pointed to by the cursor of Fj 
/ / Test if e is an ancestor of / 

3: if (e.order < /.order A e.order + e.size > f .order) then 
output (e,/); 

end 
end 

end 

sid<3, 0>, the attribute lists must be rescanned. In contrast, in the XML tree at 

the right hand side, the attribute sid<2, 0> is numbered before its sibhng element 

section<3,1>. The parent-child relationships for section<l,3> and sid<2,0> 

pair and section<3,1> and sid<4, 0> pair can be determined without rescans. 

4.3.2 EE-Join 

The S£-3o\ia. algorithm joins two intermediate results, each of which is a list of 

elements obtained from a subexpression. For example, a regular path expression 

chapter//figure searches all chapter-figure pairs that are in ancestor-descendant 

relationship from all XML documents. The input to the SS-io\n algorithm is a list 

of chapter elements and a list of figure elements grouped by documents which they 

belong to. The SS-3o\n algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. 

Like the £^-Join algorithm, the £^£^-Join algorithm can perform the join of two 

element lists by a two-stage sort-merge operation without additional cost of sorting. 
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chapter <1, 90 

chapter <2, 80: 

chaptc 

chapte 

figure <10, 0> 

figure <11, 0> figure <19, 0> 

FIGURE 4.2. An Extreme Case of Element-Element Join 

Both the element lists are merged by document identifiers in the first stage. Then, in 

the second stage, for a pair of element sets with a matching document identifier {i.e., 

extracted from the same document), both the element sets are merged by examining 

the ancestor-descendant relationship based on their <order, size> values given by the 

numbering scheme. 

Unlike the £^-Join algorithm, however, there is no guarantee that two sets of 

elements with a matching document identifier can be merged in a single scan by 

the £8-ioxQ. algorithm. By the extended preorder numbering scheme, for a pair of 

elements chapter and figure as an example, their ancestor-descendant relationship 

is determined by examining whether the orc?er(figure) {i.e., a point in extended-

preorder) is contained in [order(chapter), orc?er(chapter) + sz2e(chapter)] {i.e., a 

range in extended-preorder). The join of two sets of elements by ancestor-descendant 

relationship can be viewed as a join of a range set and a point set. Just as a point can 

be contained in more than a range, an element figure can be a descendant of more 

than a chapter element. See Figure 4.2 for an extreme case, where every chapter 

element must match every figure element. Thus, it may be necessary to scan the 

list of figure elements more than once. 

Despite the fact that an element set may have to be scanned multiple times by 

the inner foreach loop (line 2 in Algorithm 2), the ^£-Join algorithm is still highly 

efficient, particularly for searching paths that are long or whose lengths are unknown. 
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In Section 4.3.3, we compare the ££-3oin algorithm with conventional approaches 

based on tree traversal. The effectiveness of the £S-io\n is corroborated by the 

experimental results. Also, in Section 4.2, we will see that related work has been 

proposed to improve the performance of sort-merge based algorithms by introducing 

in-memory stacks to cache ancestor elements to avoid re-reads of element lists. 

It is worth noting that the E8-3O\Q. algorithm can process an element-element 

join with a fixed-length path, such as chapter/title (a parent-child type join) 

and chapter/*/*/figure, which searches chapter-figure element pairs that are 

in great-grandparent relationship. Using the depth stored with each element in an 

XML tree, the algorithm can determine the great-grandparent relationship in constant 

time. With an easy extension, the 8S-ioin algorithm can process a subexpression 

such as chapter//[^caption]. Although this subexpression contains a pair of ele

ment and attribute, £^^-Join algorithm cannot process it in a single scan. Thus, this 

subexpression should be processed by E£-3oin. algorithm. 

4.3.3 Performance Study of Sort-merge Based Algorithms 

We implemented the prototype of the XISS to store the XML data and index. A 

primitive query interface was provided in C-f-t-. The Gnome XML parser was used to 

parse XML data [66]. We also used the GiST C-f-f- library [37] for B"'"-tree indexing. 

Query processing was directly implemented using the query interface. 

Experiments were performed on a Sun Ultra Enterprise 1 Model 170 workstation 

with UltraSPARC 167MHz CPU running Solaris 2.6. This workstation has 256 MB 

of memory and a Seagate ST42400N SCSI disk drive (with 5400rpm and 11ms seek 

time). The disk is locally attached to the workstation and used to store XML data 

and index. We used the direct I/O feature of Solaris for all experiments to avoid 

operating system's cache effects. 
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Data Set Total Document Size Documents Elements Attributes 
Shakespeare 7713KB 37 327K (22) 0 ( 0 )  

SIGMOD 3440KB 989 839K (47) 4775 (3) 
DBLP 58841KB 783 2666K (29) 199K (3) 

NITFIOO 7531KB 100 63K (124) 263K (142) 
NITFl 5194KB 1 38K (86) 171K (106) 

TABLE 4.1. XML Data Sets for £"̂ -30111 and SE-Joia. 

Data Sets and Performance Metrics We have chosen three data sets (Shakespeare, 

SIGMOD, DBLP) from real-world applications and two synthetic data sets generated 

by the XML Generator from IBM [24]. These data sets are described in the following, 

and the characteristics of the data sets are summarized in Table 4.1. In the last two 

columns, the two numbers in each entry represent the total number of elements (or 

attributes) and the number of distinct elements (or attributes), respectively. 

Shakespeare's Plays: This data set is the Shakespeare's plays in XML format, 

which is marked up by Jon Bosak [19]. It can be obtained from "OASIS the 

XML Cover Pages" web site [19]. 

SIGMOD Record: This data set is the XML version of ACM SIGMOD Record [1]. 

There are many small files, each of which contains an on-line paper or article 

of the SIGMOD Record. 

DBLP: The DBLP is a computer science bibliography [49], which consists of a large 

number of small XML documents. Each document corresponds to a publication 

of journals, conferences and books, etc. The current DBLP lists more than 

236,000 articles. In our experiment, we used the conference portion of the 

DBLP. The raw data size is about 58MB.^ 

NITFIOO and NITFl: These two data sets are generated from the XML Gen-

^We combined all small files that belong to the same conference into a larger file, which ended 
up with 783 files, one for each conference. 
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erator [24], which can randomly generate XML files from a given document 

type definition (DTD). The DTD we used is the News Industry Text Format 

(NITF) 2.5 developed by the International Press Telecommunications Coun

cil [38]. NITF is an XML-based DTD designed for the markup and delivery of 

news content. We generated two different XML data sets based on this DTD. 

One data set was stored in a single large document file (NITFl), and the other 

was stored in 100 separate document files (NITFIOO). This can help us to show 

the effects of different file sizes and file numbers on the XISS system. 

Table 4.1 shows that the Shakespeare data set has no attributes and the SIGMOD 

data set has a very few attributes. For the synthetic data sets NITFIOO and NITFl, 

a large portion of the data objects are attributes. These characteristics can affect the 

performance of different algorithms. We will show this from the experimental results 

in the following sections. 

In the experiments, we measured the elapsed time (both CPU and 10) of query 

processing. Since the cost of output generation is the same regardless of algorithms 

applied, the output cost was not included in the measurements. 

Data Loading and Index Construction To load an XML file into the XISS system, the 

document loader (shown in Figure 3.1) first parses the XML data and builds a docu

ment tree. While data is being loaded, the document loader assigns an <order, size> 

pair to each element or attribute according to the extended preorder numbering 

scheme. Then, from this document tree, the document loader builds indexes and 

inserts all data objects into the XISS system. 

The elements (or attributes) having a common name string from the same XML 

document are grouped together and organized as a sorted fist. In the current imple

mentation of the XISS system, each list of elements (or attributes) per each document 

is stored in a separate group of disk pages. The number of lists may be very large. 
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Data Set 
Page Size 512 Page Size 1024 

Data Set Index Size (KB) Ratio Index Size (KB) Ratio 
Shakespeare 21328 2.7 21348 2.7 

SIGMOD 15840 4.5 25512 7.2 
DBLP 176550 3.0 178890 3.0 

NITFIOO 26212 3.4 33164 4.3 
NITFl 13872 2.6 13896 2.6 

TABLE 4.2. Size of Indexes for Two Different Page Sizes 

Thus, for a large disk page, the storage waste due to internal page fragmentation may 

not be trivial. 

Table 4.2 shows the sizes of the indexes generated by the XISS system for the 

data sets used in the experiments for two different page sizes. The ratio column is 

the ratio of the size of index to the size of raw data set (shown in Table 4.1). In the 

Shakespeare, the DBLP and the NITFl data sets, individual XML files are large, and 

an element tends to have many occurrences in XML documents. Thus, the amount 

of storage waste was not substantial for these data sets, and the sizes of indexes were 

almost the same for two different page sizes. On the other hand, in the SIGMOD and 

the NITFIOO data sets, there are many small files, and many elements having only a 

few occurrences in XML documents. Since the effect of internal page fragmentation 

becomes more pronounced for larger pages, the aggregate sizes of indexes for those 

data sets increase substantially, when the page size increases. The column Ratio in 

Table 4.2 shows the ratio of the aggregate size of indexes to the size of raw XML 

data. Throughout the experiments to be described next, we used 1024 bytes as the 

page size. 

Performance of Query Processing In this section, we present the performance mea

surements and analyze the proposed algorithms mostly for element-element join and 

element-attribute join operations. The conventional top-down and bottom-up meth

ods are compared with the proposed algorithms. Because the cost of output gener
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ation is the same regardless of algorithms applied, the output cost was not included 

in the measurements. 

Single Element or Attribute Query A path query with only a single element 

or attribute can be processed by the following steps. First, for a given element 

or attribute name string, a name identifier (nid) is retrieved from the name index. 

Second, using the name identifier, a set of elements (or attributes) grouped by their 

document identifiers {did) are retrieved from the element (or attribute) index. 

If those elements (or attributes) are to be used as an intermediate result for the 

next stage of query processing, they are not actually retrieved from storage until 

needed by the next operation such as £^^-Join or SA-io\n operations. Instead, a 

reference to the entry of the element (or attribute) index will be returned to keep the 

processing cost for this type of query low and almost constant. 

Performance of ££-Join The queries we used for element-element join operations 

are of the form EA//EB. For example, the query chapter//figure finds all figure 

elements that are descendants of a chapter element. The actual queries used in the 

experiments are shown in Table 4.3. Note that the performance of the DBLP data set 

is shown in the next paragraph together with the performance of fixed length path 

tests. 

With all these queries, we compared the ££-Jom algorithm with the bottom-up 

method. The top-down method was not used, because it was expected to be outper

formed by the bottom-up method for the data sets. The bottom-up method processes 

queries in the following steps. First, search all elements with name E^. Second, start

ing from each element E^, traverse up the tree to find E^ elements. Third, if such an 

element E^ is found, references to the matching Eb elements are returned. As we have 

described in Chapter 3, the XISS index structure can efficiently support tree traver

sal operations, which enable us to implement traversal-based algorithms efficiently. 
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Data Set Element EA Element EB I ^ O I E A  # OIES # of EA / /EB  
Shakespeare ACT SPEECH 185 31028 30951 

SIGMOD articles author 483 9836 7440 

NITF-100 body.content block 3476 3476 4411 

NITF-1 body.content block 1946 2801 5174 

TABLE 4.3. Summary of S£-3o\n Queries 

Consequently, the performance study was fair to tree traversal-based algorithms. 
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FIGURE 4.3. Total Elapsed Time of Query EA//EB 

Figure 4.3(a) and Figure 4.3(b) show the elapsed time for two real-world data 

sets (Shakespeare and SIGMOD) and synthetic data sets (NITFIOO and NITFI), 

respectively. The SS-3o\n algorithm performs well even for a small number of buffer 

pages. The bottom-up method takes longer time to process the same query, especially 

for synthetic data, if the size of buffer pool is small. This is because the ££-io\n 

algorithm accesses the sorted elements from disk in a sequential manner, while the 

bottom-up method accesses elements from the structure index almost randomly. This 

results in a relatively low rate of page faults for £'£'-Join algorithm, and a relatively 

high rate of page faults for the bottom-up method. The vertical lines in Figure 4.3(b) 

show the severely elongated processing times by the bottom-up method in the extreme 

case of using only a small number of buffer pages. Obviously, beyond the point where 
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FIGURE 4.4. 10 Time of Query EA//EB 

more than enough buffer pages are available, all performance measurements remain 

constant irrespective of the number of buffer pages. 

Prom all the experiments done with both real-world and synthetic data sets, the 

EE-3o\ia. algorithm outperformed the bottom-up method by a wide margin. For real-

world data sets, the ££^-Join algorithm was an order of magnitude faster than the 

bottom-up method. For synthetic data sets, the S£-3oin algorithm was about 6 to 

10 times faster than the bottom-up method. 

The corresponding 10 time measurements are shown in Figure 4.4 for both real-

world and synthetic data sets. It shows the same trend in performance as in Figure 4.3. 

It comes obvious from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 that disk 10 was the dominant cost factor 

of query evaluations. In our experiments, 60 to 90 percent of total elapsed time was 

spent on disk access by the ££-3oin algorithm. 

Performance of Processing Paths with Fixed Length As mentioned in Sec

tion 4.3.2, using the depth information stored with each element, the ££-Join al

gorithm can process element-element join queries of fixed path lengths, e.g., parent-

child type basic queries. In this set of experiments, we examined the performance 

of £^-Join queries with different path lengths. These queries were in the following 
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Data Set EA EB Data Set EA 
EA/EB EA/VEB EAIVVEB EA / /EB  

Shakespeare ACT SCENE SPEECH LINE LINE 

SIGMOD articles articlesTuple authors author author 

NITF-100 body.content block block block block 
NITF-1 body.content block block block block 

DBLP dblp inproceedings author N/A author 

TABLE 4.4. Summary of 88-ioin. Queries of Different Path Lengths 

form: E^/EB  (length one), EA /*/EB  (length two), EA / * / * /EB  (length three) and 

EA//EB (length unknown). Note that the asterisk, *, in a path matches any (single) 

element. The actual queries of different path lengths for different data sets are shown 

in Table 4.4. 

Figure 4.5 shows the performance results from the ££^-Join queries, measured in 

the speed-up obtained by the £"<f-Join algorithm over the bottom-up method. That 

is, the y-axis represents the ratio of the elapsed time consumed by the the bottom-

up method to the elapsed time by the SS-iom algorithm. For the DBLP data set, 

we used the conference pubhcations portion of the DBLP bibliography. Since the 

longest path length was two in the DBLP data set, there is no performance result 

from the queries of path length three {i.e., EAI*I*IEB) for the DBLP data set in 

Figure 4.5. From the results, it is evident that the E£-io\xi algorithm outperformed 

the bottom-up method significantly for all different path lengths and for all five data 

sets. 

Performance of 8A-io\n The queries we used for element-attribute join opera

tions are of the form E[@A]. For example, the path expression, figure [©caption], 

is to find all figure elements with a caption attribute. For this type of queries, 

we compared the performance of the ^^-Join algorithm with both top-down and 

bottom-up methods. The actual queries used in the experiments are summarized in 

Table 4.5. The Shakespeare data set was not used, because the data set contains no 
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• EA/EB 

• EA/*/EB 

GlEA/*/*/EB 

• EA//EB 

Shakespeare SIGMOD NITF-100 NITF-1 DBLP 

Data Sets 

FIGURE 4.5. Speed-up of £8-3o\n over Bottom-up for Different Path Lengths 

Data Set Element E Attribute A # of E's # of ̂ 's # of 

SIGMOD author id 9836 8934 6099 

NITF-100 block dir 3476 25757 2649 

NITF-1 block dir 2801 17152 2127 

DBLP inproceedings key 140936 142116 140936 

TABLE 4.5. Summary of <5^^-JOIN Queries 

attributes. 

The total elapsed and 10 time of the SIGMOD and two synthetic data sets are 

shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 respectively. For a data set with a relatively 

small number of attributes such as the SIGMOD data set, the bottom-up method 

was expected to outperform the top-down method, because traversing up the tree 

for a small number attributes can be more efficient than traversing down the tree 

with many branches. In our experiments, for the SIGMOD data set, the bottom-up 

method was the best, followed by the ££-Join algorithm very closely, then by the 

top-down method in Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.7(a). 

For synthetic data sets, however, the number of attributes was much larger than 

the number of elements. For such data sets, the performance of the bottom-up method 
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FIGURE 4.6. Total Elapsed Time of Query E[@A] 

degenerated substantially, because it had to look up the parent elements for so many 

attributes. We can see this from Figure 4.6(b)-(c) and Figure 4.7(b)-(c). Since 

attributes are not allowed to have child nodes, the scope of traversal from an element 

to its child attributes is limited to one level of a tree. Thus, the top-down method 

was fairly efficient for the synthetic data sets. Nonetheless, the performance of the 

^^-Join algorithm was still better than the top-down method. The main reason 

is that £^^-Join needs to scan the element list and attribute list only once without 

traversing trees. 

Figure 4.8 depicts the speed-up achieved by the ^^-Join algorithm over the 

top-down and the bottom-up methods. As we pointed out earlier, the bottom-up 
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method was the best for the SIGMOD data set and slightly faster than the £^-Join 

algorithm. The results from the two NITF data sets showed a similar trend, because 

the data sets were generated based on the same DTD. For the DBLP data set, we used 

inproceedings element and key attribute for the element-attribute join experiment. 

Since the key was the only attribute of inproceedings in the conference portion 

of the DBLP data set, the number of inproceedings elements was almost identical 

to the number of key attributes. For the reason, the bottom-up and the top-down 

methods yielded almost identical performance. Nonetheless, both of them spent more 

than twice the time spent by the EA-ioin algorithm. 
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Scalability Test We carried out scalability tests of the proposed algorithms with a 

large synthetic data set. This data set was generated using the XML Generator and 

the NITF document type definition. There were 100 files in this data set with a total 

size of 229 MB. This experiment was performed with a varying number of files from 

5 to 100 with an increment of 5. We could also use a single XML document for each 

data size test. For example, we could combine a set of small files into a large one by 

using a common root element. However, the performance results would be almost the 

same, since the order of all [did, order) pairs remain the same. The queries used in 

this experiment were the same as those used for ES-3om. and £'^-Join experiments 

with the NITF data sets. In Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b), for both element-element and 

element-attribute joins, the query processing time increased almost linearly, as the 

size of XML data increased. This result shows the linear scalability of the proposed 

algorithms, and provides another evidence that the proposed sort-merge based algo

rithms can improve the performance of query processing for XML path expressions 

over conventional methods by up to an order of magnitude. 
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4.4 Partition-Based Algorithms 

Sort-merge based algorithms assume the inputs are in sorted order of assigned num

bers, but this order is not always guaranteed. For example, an input may be sorted 

by data values, or it may be the result from operations using hash indexes. In order 

to use sort-merge based algorithms, we need to sort input data beforehand, which 

could be costly. Graefe et al. compared the concepts behind sort- and hash-based 

query processing algorithms [33] and concluded that: 

• many dualities exist between the two types of algorithms, 

• their costs differ mostly by percentages rather than factors, 

• several special cases exist that favor one or the other choice, and 

• there is a strong reason why both hash- and sort-based algorithms should be 

available in a query processing system. 

Partition-based algorithms can be considered as hash-based algorithms. We expect 

that they should also be available for path query processing. In this section, we 

discuss the use of partition-based algorithms to process XML ancestor-descendant 
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join queries. Guided by Graefe's findings, we will identify the cases that will favor 

partition-based or sort-merge based algorithms. 

We proposed several partition-based algorithms. When the descendant input is 

used as the outer set in the join, the Descendant Partition Join algorithm can be 

used to process join operations. When the ancestor input is used as the outer set, 

we propose the Segment-tree Partition Join and the Ancestor Link Partition Join 

algorithms. The experimental results show that the Ancestor Link algorithm can 

make the best use of memory buffer and take advantage of unevenly sized inputs. We 

believe that these algorithms are important choices for query optimizers to consider 

during XML query processing for different input characteristics. 

In the rest of this section, we will first introduce the data partitioning and related 

techniques. Then three partition-based algorithms are proposed. After that, we show 

the performance study of the proposed algorithms. 

4.4.1 Data Partitioning 

The first step in partition join is to partition both input data sets that need to be 

joined. Each pair of corresponding partitions from both sets need to be joined. In 

order to avoid data re-reads, at least one partition of the pair should fit in memory. 

If no information about the data distribution is available, sampling data can help to 

determine the partition boundaries. There has been some research work addressing 

the random samphng problem [14, 48]. We have chosen a similar algorithm to "deter-

minePartlntervals" algorithm [60] to determine the partition intervals. This partition 

algorithm considers partition cost, sampling cost and join cost to minimize the total 

I/O. The cost of sampling is computed based on the Kolmogorov test statistic [22]. 

During sampling, we clustered disk page reads such that sample pages close enough 

are read sequentially instead of several random reads. If one partition is larger than 

memory size, further partitioning can be apphed recursively. In this dissertation, 
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we assume that each outer partition can fit in memory, which is also true in our 

experiments. 

Unlike the point set, for a range set, there is a possibility that some ranges can 

overlap with multiple partitions, no matter how the partition boundaries are de

termined. Which partition should we put these long ranges in? A straightforward 

solution is to replicate the ranges to all partitions it overlaps. This requires addi

tional disk I/O to handle repUcates. Instead, we adopted the solution proposed in 

[60], where the partitioning is performed using only the start point of each range. 

A range is put in the partition, where the start point of the range falls in. One re

quirement of this method is that the partition join should be evaluated in increasing 

order of partitions. When the current partition is done, the ranges that cross the next 

partition boundary are kept in memory cache. These ranges in cache will participate 

in the join of the next partition. 

One nice property of the XML data range set is that the number of ranges crossing 

any partition boundary is bounded by the height of the document tree. Thus, we can 

pre-allocate the in-memory cache to hold those crossing boundary ranges according 

to the tree height. A possible improvement is to use the maximum level difference of 

the ranges plus one as the cache upper bound. This upper bound can be obtained 

before sampling and partition. We can take the size of this in-memory range cache 

out from the total memory buffer size before partitioning. So, the partitioning can 

be done as normal point data partitioning without considering the boundary crossing 

problem. 

4.4.2 Descendant Partition Join 

In the descendant partition join algorithm, which is shown in Algorithm 3, the de

scendant point set is the outer set. The sampling and partitioning is based on the 

point set. During the join phase, each point partition is loaded in memory to be 
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Algorithm 3: Descendant Partition Join 
Input; (ancestor range set, descendant point set) 

1 Set range cache to be empty; 
2 Determine partition boundaries according to the descendant point set; 
3 Partition both range and point sets; 
4 for Each partition pair in increasing order do 
5 Load descendant partition in memory; 
6 for Each range in range cache do 
7 Join the range with descendant partition; 
8 Remove the range if it doesn't cross the next partition boundary; 

end 
9 for Each page of range partition do 

10 Load the range set page in memory; 
11 for Each range in the page do 
12 Join the range with descendant partition; 
13 Put the range in the range cache if it crosses the next partition 

boundary; 
end 

end 
end 

joined with the corresponding range partition and the cached ranges from previous 

range partitions. 

In hne 7 and hne 12, the join operation is to join one range with all the descendant 

points in a partition. Since it is an in-memory operation, at first, we directly used 

the nested loop join. Prom our preliminary experimental results, we found that the 

performance of the nested loop join was very bad due to the high CPU and memory 

access cost. So, we changed the nested loop to binary search. The descendant point 

partition is sorted after it is loaded in memory. When a range is to be joined with the 

points partition, a binary search is used to locate the first point in the range. Then, 

we scan the sorted point set until we reach the last point in this range. 

In line 13, after the join of each range, we put the range in the range cache if 

it crosses the next partition boundary. At the beginning of the join, the ranges in 

the range cache are joined with points first (see line 7). At the same time, we try to 

ehminate the ranges that do not cross the next partition boundary, which is shown 
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Algorithm 4: Segment Tree Partition Join 
Input: (ancestor range set, descendant point set) 

1 Set range cache to be empty; 
2 Determine partition boundaries according to the ancestor range set; 
3 Partition both range and point sets; 
4 for Each partition pair in increasing order do 
5 Load ancestor range partition in memory; 
6 Build a segment tree for ranges in the partition and the range cache; 
7 for Each page of point partition do 
8 Load the point set page in memory; 
9 for Each point in the page do 

10 Join the point using the segment tree; 
end 

end 
11 Dispose the segment tree; 
12 Remove from range cache the ranges not crossing the next boundary; 
13 Put ranges crossing the next boundary from range partition to range cache; 

end 

in line 8. Thus, the range cache is maintained in such a way that only the ranges 

crossing the next partition boundary are kept in memory, and are used in the join of 

the next partition. 

In a partition join, either join input data set can be chosen as the outer set to 

determine the partition boundaries. However, partitioning based on the larger input 

produces more partitions than partitioning based on the smaller input. With the 

smaller input set as the outer set, we can have smaller number of partitions and more 

sequential I/O. If the smaller input can totally fit in memory, there is no partitioning 

needed at all. Usually, in XML data, the size of the descendant point set is larger 

than that of the ancestor range set. So, partitioning based on the ancestor range set 

could produce better performance. We next introduce two partition join algorithms 

using the ancestor range set as the outer set. They are named Segment Tree Partition 

Join and Ancestor Link Partition Join based on their in-memory join algorithms. 
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4.4.3 Segment Tree Partition Join 

In partition join algorithms using the ancestor range set as the outer set, the partition

ing is based on the ancestor range set. As in the descendant partition join algorithm, 

a range cache is also used. During the join phase, each range partition is first loaded 

into memory. These ranges in the partition and the ranges in the range cache are 

together to be joined with each descendant point from the inner partition. Because 

the nested loop join is inefficient, in the segment tree partition join algorithm, which 

is shown in Algorithm 4, the segment tree [55] is used as the in-memory algorithm 

to quickly find a set of ranges containing a point. The worst case space complexity 

of the segment tree is 0{N • logN), where N is the number of ranges [55]. In our 

implementation, we used several techniques to minimize the size of the segment tree 

data structure. In this in-memory join context, the ranges and their end-points are 

already known. No insertion and deletion of end-points is required after the tree 

is built. We can utilize this property to build a static segment tree, which is more 

compact than a dynamic one. 

The first step of building a segment tree is to sort the end points of the ranges in 

memory (dupUcate points should be eliminated). Let us suppose the number of ranges 

is N. Because the start point of each range is a unique preorder ID number, there are 

at least N points in the segment tree. After sorting, an virtual empty segment tree 

is there, because the parent-child relationship in the segment tree can be determined 

by the array index calculation. There is no additional space needed for the structure 

pointers of the tree. However, the number of segment tree nodes is twice the size of 

the point array. When a range is inserted to the segment tree, a pointer is needed to 

store the linked list for each segment tree node. So, at least 2N pointers are needed. 

For each range, at least one linked list record is associated with it. Each linked list 

record contains the range ID and the next link pointer. In total, we need at least 

3N pointers, and N range ID's. If pointers and ID's are represented by integers. 
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then at least AN integers are required for the segment tree. This is a large memory 

requirement, since in our implementation, each XML element node record only uses 

four integers. In this case, half of the memory is used for the segment tree. 

Array index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Point Value 3 6 8 11 14 15 19 21 23 27 

14, +00] 
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FIGURE 4.10. End Point Array and Its Segment Tree 

As an example, the table in Figure 4.10 shows a set of point values along with 

their index in an array. In the segment tree illustrated below, the number in a node 

circle is the index value. It is empty for leaf nodes, since they are virtual nodes. The 

point value and the node range are labeled near each node. The root index value of 

each sub-tree is the middle index value of the index range of the sub-tree. That is 

tree root = [{start index + end index)/2\. For example, index value 4 is the root of 

the index range [0,9], which is the whole tree. 

Since memory size is limited, the more memory used for in-memory index (such 

as the segment tree), the smaller memory is left for partitions. To solve the large 

memory occupation problem of the segment tree, we propose to use Ancestor Link 

algorithm for in-memory join, which is described in the next section. 

4.4.4 Ancestor Link Partition Join 

The control flow of the Ancestor Link Partition Join algorithm is the same as the 

segment tree partition join algorithm (Algorithm 4), except that the in-memory join 
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is now the ancestor link join. Instead of building a segment tree, an ancestor link 

data structure is used. Each descendant point is joined with all the in-memory ranges 

using this ancestor hnk data structure. 

According to the range containment property, for any two ranges, either one range 

contains the other range, or they are disjoint. We can build a range tree according 

to the containment relationship. In the range tree, a child range is directly contained 

in the parent range, which is the smallest range containing the child. If a descendant 

point p is contained in a range R in the range tree, then this point p is also contained 

in all the ancestor ranges of range R in the range tree. Using this range tree, we can 

efficiently perform the join between a point and a set of ranges. 

Since all range records to be joined are already in the buffer memory, no additional 

range information needs to be duphcated again in the range tree. In our implemen

tation, the range tree is only a pointer array, which has the same size as the number 

of the ranges in memory. The positions of pointers correspond to the positions of the 

ranges in the range array. The content of a pointer is the array index of the parent 

range. So, an edge in the range tree is pointing from a child node to a parent node. 

To build the range tree, we first sort all the ranges by the start points. After sorting, 

the ranges are also in sorted preorder with respect to the range tree. Then we scan 

the range array once with a pointer stack to find the parent of each range and update 

the ancestor pointer array. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. 

Next, we show how to find the first (smallest) range containing a given point p in 

the range tree. Since the range array is sorted by the start point, we can use binary 

search to find the range Rp that may contain the point p. That is Rp is the first range 

whose start point is smaller than p. If Rp contains p, then all the ancestors of Rp in 

the range tree also contain p. If Rp does not contain p, we can follow the ancestor 

link of Rp to find the ranges that contain p. The main advantage of the ancestor link 

is its small memory requirement. The whole structure is only an array of pointers. 

The size is at least less than one fourth of the segment tree. So, more memory can 
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Algorithm 5: Build Ancestor Link 
Input; (sorted range array, range tree array) 

1 Initialized pointer stack to be empty; 
2 for Each range in the range array do 
3 while pointer stack is not empty and the top of pointer stack is not the 

parent of the current range do 
4 Pop the pointer stack; 

end 
5 if pointer stack is empty then 
6 Set the current range tree pointer to be null; 

else 
7 Set the current range tree pointer to be the top of the pointer stack; 

end 
8 Push the current range pointer to the pointer stack; 

end 

be used for partitions. 

4.4.5 Performance Study of Partition-Based Algorithms 

We implemented these three partition join algorithms discussed in the previous sec

tions. They are referred to as partition-d, partitions and partition-a for Descendant 

partition join, Segment-tree partition join and Ancestor-link partition join algorithms 

respectively. For the performance study, we also implemented the sort-merge based 

algorithms similar to the Stack-Tree join algorithm (Stack-Tree-Desc) [61]. Two vari

ations of sort-merge join algorithms, sortmerge-s and sortmerge-m, were implemented. 

Sortmerge-s sorts each input into a single run before the join phase, while sortmerge-m 

combines the last merge phase of sorting with the join phase. 

The above algorithms were all implemented on top of a paged file layer, which 

also provides buffer management functionality. In our experiments, the page size was 

4K bytes. The input files were paged files, and were directly generated from the 

data-set in random order. We have chosen two data sets, Shakespeare and DBLP, 

to demonstrate the performance. For the DBLP data set, we used the conference 
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Data Set Ea Eb i^oiEA # 0 i E B  Ea Page# Eb Page# 
Shakespeare ACT SPEECH 185 31028 1 122 Shakespeare 

SPEECH LINE 31028 107833 122 423 

DBLP dblp author 783 320300 4 1257 DBLP 
inproceedings author 140936 320300 553 1257 

TABLE 4.6. Queries for Performance Study 

portion with a raw data size 58MB. 

In the experiments, we measured the elapsed time (both CPU and 10) of query 

processing. For fair comparison, the sorting cost for sort-merge based algorithms, and 

the sampling cost for partition based algorithms were both counted in the performance 

measure. Since the cost of output generation is the same regardless of algorithms 

applied, the output cost was not included in the measurements. Experiments were 

performed on an Intel workstation with a Pentium 4 1.6GHz CPU running Solaris 8 

for Intel platform. This workstation has 512M bytes of memory and a 40GB EIDE 

disk drive (with 7200 RPM and 8ms average seek time). The disk is locally attached 

to the workstation and used to store XML data. We used the direct I/O feature of 

Solaris for all experiments to avoid operating system's cache effects. 

Table 4.6 describes the queries we used in the experiments. It also provides the 

ancestor range set size and the descendant point set size information. All queries are 

of the form ''EA//EB \ which is to find the ancestor-descendant element pairs. We 

have chosen these queries on different element list sizes that can enable us to show the 

performance differences between sort-merge based and partition-based algorithms. 

Figure 4.11 shows the performance for two queries on the Shakespeare data and 

Figure 4.12 shows the performance for the DBLP data. The performance measure is 

elapsed time in seconds with different number of memory buffer pages. Although the 

size of the DBLP data is much larger than that of the Shakespeare data, we observed 

similar performance trends. 

In Figure 4.11(a) and Figure 4.12(a), the ancestor set size is small. Since the 
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FIGURE 4.12. DBLP Data Queries 

partition-a and the partition-s algorithms use the ancestor set as the outer set, there 

is no need to do partitioning at all if the memory can hold the outer set. So, their 

performances are improved when the total buffer size is small. 

For both sort-merge join and partition join algorithms, if the memory buffer can 

hold both sets, there is only one scan of the input files needed to load data in mem

ory. That is the minimum cost for the query processing. So, when the memory 

buffer size is large enough, there is a sharp performance increase. After this, the 

performance remains almost constant. This trend can be seen from Figure 4.11(a) 
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and Figure 4.12(a). The performance increases correspond to the input data sizes. 

For example, in Figure 4.12(b) when the partition-a algorithm time drops, the buffer 

pages can hold the ancestor set, which means the ancestor is about the same as the 

buffer pages. This also conforms to the page number information in Table 4.6. From 

the table, we know that the inproceedings element has 553 pages, which is about 

the location where the time of the partition-a algorithm drops in Figure 4.12(b). 

In the sortmerge-m algorithm, the last merge phase of sorting is combined with 

the join phase, so the last merge scan is saved. On the other hand, for the sortmerge-s 

algorithm, the last sorting merge scan of input files is always needed. It increases both 

the I/O and the CPU cost. Among these algorithms, the sortmerge-s algorithm is 

the worst, which is clearly shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. 

In Figure 4.11(b) and Figure 4.12(b), the ancestor set is large. When neither join 

set can fit in memory, all algorithms have to scan the input files at least twice. In this 

case, the partition join algorithms (partition-d, partition-a and partition-s) and the 

sortmerge-m algorithm have similar performance. From this result, we can also see 

that the sampling cost for the partition-based algorithms is low. The reason is that 

the number of samples is small compared to the whole set, and we also optimized the 

sampling process using clustered read technique as described in Section 4.4.1. 

With the memory size getting larger, the performances of the partition join al

gorithms improve faster than the sortmerge-m algorithm, since the partition join 

algorithms can avoid partitioning when one join set can fit in memory. For the 

sortmerge-m algorithm, it can keep all runs in memory only if the memory is large 

enough to hold both join sets. Otherwise, additional I/O for runs is unavoidable. 

Among the partition join algorithms, the performance of the partition-a algorithm is 

the best. The in-memory join data structure ancestor link requires less memory than 

segment tree. So, more memory can be used to hold partitions. 

The above experimental results provide useful information for a query optimizer 

to choose suitable algorithms for different inputs. If both inputs are not in sorted 
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order and the smaller input can be fully fit in memory while memory cannot hold 

both inputs, partition-based algorithms are clearly a better choice. A query optimizer 

can choose the smaller set as the outer set. If the smaller set is the ancestor set, the 

partition-a algorithm is better. The reason is that the segment-tree structure is always 

larger than the Ancestor Link array. Thus, the performance of partition-a is always 

better than partition-s. If the smaller set is the descendant set, we can choose the 

partition-d algorithm. On the other hand, for the following cases sort-merge based 

algorithms are preferred. 

1. Both inputs are in sorted order. 

2. Join results are large and need to be in sorted order for future processing. 

If both inputs can be fit in memory or none of them can be fit in memory, the 

differences between sort-merge and partition-based algorithms are not dramatic. We 

can utilize a cost model to estimate different costs and make the best decision. We 

believe that the performance study in this section provides useful information to build 

the cost model, which is an important future work. 

4.5 Summary 

For XML data, with the introduction of the extended preorder numbering scheme, 

XML path queries can be processed using traditional relational database techniques, 

e.g., sort-merge based algorithms and partition-based algorithms. 

In this chapter, we first introduced the XML Indexing and Storage System (XISS) 

to store and index XML data and to efficiently process regular path expression queries. 

The major drawback of the conventional methods based on tree traversals is that they 

may often require an extensive search of XML data trees. To avoid this drawback, we 

have proposed an innovative approach to processing a path expression query, which 

decomposes a complex path expression into a collection of basic path subexpressions. 
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Each subexpression can be processed either by directly accessing index structures of 

the XISS system or by applying one of the proposed ^^-Joinand SS-ioin. algorithms. 

For a subexpression having a pair of elements, for example, SE-ioin. algorithm per

forms its processing by a two-stage sort-merge operation. Experimental results from 

our prototype implementation of XISS show that the proposed algorithms can achieve 

performance improvement over conventional methods by up to an order of magnitude. 

We also proposed the partition-based algorithms, which can be chosen by a query 

optimizer according to the characteristics of the inputs. An in-memory range cache 

was used to hold ranges crossing partition boundaries. In the Ancestor Link partition 

join algorithm, we proposed to use the Ancestor Link data structure, which is much 

smaller in size compared to the segment-tree. So, more memory could be used for 

holding partitions. The experimental results showed that the Ancestor Link algorithm 

could make the best use of memory buffer and take advantage of the uneven sized 

inputs. We believe that these algorithms are important choices for a query optimizer 

to consider during XML query processing. 
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CHAPTER 5 

XML TWIG QUERY PROCESSING 

5.1 Introduction 

As we have discussed before, XPath provides path expressions to navigate through 

the document structure and locate XML data. As a sub-language of XQuery, XPath 

expressions are commonly used in XQuery. For example, the XQuery example of Fig

ure 1.3 in Chapter 1 has three path expressions, which are /books/book, $b/price, 

and $b/title. Further more, the XPath specification defines quite a few addressing 

mechanisms, and they can be combined in many different ways. As a result, XPath 

delivers a lot of expressive power for a relatively simple specification. For example, 

we can use the following path expression to express the same query in Figure 1.3: 

Q2: /books/book[price > 100][title = "Expensive Book"] 

In Q2, there are two predicates, enclosed in two pairs of square brackets, to filter 

the book elements. As the result of Q2, a sequence of book elements are returned. 

Because of the introduction of predicates, Q2 is not just a single path. Each predicate 

in Q2 forms a branch, which makes the query to be a tree pattern. Figure 5.1 shows 

this tree pattern of Q2. Each node in this figure is an element query node, which 

matches the list of elements with the same name as the node during query processing. 

Note that in the figure the book node is the target node, which is to be output and 

is highlighted with a black dot. Since a query such as Q2 is a tree patterned path 

query and it matches all twigs in document trees, we refer this kind of path queries 

as twig queries in this dissertation. 

With the introduction of the extended preorder numbering scheme on XML data, 

a path expression can be processed by basic structural join algorithms introduced in 
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FIGURE 5.1. The Tree Pattern of Q2 

Chapter 4. To process a complex query such as Q2, we can decompose it into a set 

of basic structural relationships: ancestor-descendant and parent-child relationships. 

For example, Q2 can be decomposed to four basic structural joins, books/book, 

book/price, and book/title. After the decomposition, the basic parent-child and 

ancestor-descendant type structural joins can be processed and merged together. For 

example, we can first get all book elements under the books element. Then this 

intermediate book element list is filtered by the price and title elements. In the 

end we get the qualified book elements. A problem of decomposing a query and 

using pairwise joins is that the intermediate results could be large. For example, 

the join result from books and book could be very large. But the final result of the 

whole query may be very small. It is costly to generate and access large intermediate 

results during query processing. In this chapter, we propose the IndexTwig algorithm 

to process twig queries as a whole and avoiding generating intermediate results. 

There are two twig query processing algorithms proposed in the literature. Bruno 

et al. [10] proposed a holistic twig join algorithm, called TwigStack, for matching 

an XML query twig pattern without decomposing the query into basic structure 

joins. The algorithm can avoid generating the intermediate results of basic structure 

joins, which can be potentially large. They also showed the TwigStackXB algorithm, 

which uses XB-trees (a modification of B-trees) to index elements. The TSGeneric+ 

algorithm [41] is a refinement of the TwigStack algorithm. The TSGeneric-l- algorithm 
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improves the TwigStack algorithm by introducing the SJCursor, which uses the XR-

tree index [40] to skip both ancestor and descendant data. 

Previously proposed twig query processing algorithms output all matched patterns 

of a twig query. Based on the semantics of the XPath expressions, in this chapter, we 

propose a simplified output model. In this model, only the answers of the target query 

node are output. We also propose the Containment -tree (CB-tree) index, which 

is an extension of the traditional B^-tree, to support both the containment query 

and the reverse containment query (refer to the next section for definitions). Based 

on the new output model and the index, the IndexTwig algorithm is introduced. It 

can process a twig as a whole without generating intermediate results. It also skips 

unnecessary data by using the CB-tree. 

We reiterate the contributions of this chapter in the following. 

• The proposed CB-tree index can support both containment query and the re

verse containment query. The CB-tree is effective for XML documents with 

or without a small number of recursions. When there are no recursively nested 

elements (in which an element can be a sub-element of itself) in XML data, 

the CB-tree is the same as the B"'"-tree. Commercial database vendors can im

plement this technique without much modification to the traditional B^-tree 

index. 

• Based on the simplified output model, the IndexTwig algorithm enables output 

optimizations that can skip unnecessary data and output. It is also a flexible 

algorithm that can work with any index supporting containment and reverse 

containment queries. It works with the conventional B^-tree when there is no 

recursive nesting. 

• We have developed the Fast Existence Test (FET) optimization technique for 

the IndexTwig algorithm, which skips unnecessary data access and output, and 

avoids generating unnecessary results. 
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• The experimental results demonstrate that the IndexTwig algorithm with the 

FET optimization is highly efficient to process twig queries. It outperforms the 

TSGeneric+ algorithm by a large factor in many cases. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We introduce related work in 

Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we describe the CB-tree index structure. The proposed 

IndexTwig join algorithm and FET optimization are introduced in Section 5.4. In 

Section 5.5 we present the performance study. In the end, we conclude the work of 

this chapter in Section 5.6. 

5.2 Related Work 

Much work has been done in the area of indexing and querying XML data. In this 

section, we present the related work in two subsections. The first subsection describes 

indexing techniques. The second subsection focuses on path expression processing 

algorithms. 

5.2.1 XML Indexing Techniques 

We divide the indexing techniques into two categories, structural indexes and sequence-

based indexes. A structural index provides a structural summary or index of the 

existing data. Among the structural indexes, a navigational index can be used in 

traversal based query processing. Since the tree structured data model can be consid

ered as a special case of graph-based data models, the techniques used in graph-based 

data models can be applied on XML data. Along with the introduction of numbering 

schemes to encode XML data, several new structural indexing structures have been 

proposed. An XML numbering scheme keeps the ancestor-descendant information 

by assigning numbers to each node in the XML hierarchy. Indexes are built to help 

access the encoded elements and determine relationships during query processing. 
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In sequence-based indexes, the XML data are first encoded in to a long sequence. 

Using the same encoding method, the query is converted into a subsequence. The 

query processing is reduced to a subsequence search problem. The sequence indexes 

are built on the sequence data and help the subsequence search. 

Structural Indexing For XML databases with graph-based data models, path traver

sal play a central role in query processing, and using indexes to help navigation is an 

important issue. The Lore [56, 50] query optimizer stores statistics about all possible 

sub-paths (i.e., label sequences) in the database up to a certain length k. To speed 

up query processing in a Lore database, four different types of index structures have 

been proposed [32, 52]. 

Cooper et al. proposed an index structure called index fabric for XML path expres

sion queries [18]. All the root-to-leaf element paths in XML data trees are inserted 

into a disk-resident Patricia trie as strings. The key idea of the index fabric is to 

transform a memory-based Patricia trie into a block-structure counterpart, so that it 

can store and access the disk-resident element paths efficiently. Covering indexes [43] 

were proposed to build small index structures for branching path queries. Suciu et 

al. proposed the T-index structure that maintains equivalence classes of document 

nodes which are indistinguishable with respect to a given path template. 

For numbering scheme based indexes, Chien et al. [15] used the B^-tree and its 

enhancement to expedite a structural join. For a given tag, a corresponding Con

tainment Forest is embedded in a B^-tree with element's parent and sibling pointers 

stored in leaf records. By using these additional pointers, the sort-merge join al

gorithm can avoid unnecessary index traversals. The sort-merge join based on the 

synchronized tree traversal using the R-tree is also discussed in the paper. 

Bruno et a/, introduced a variant of the B+-tree, the XB-Tree [10]. The entries 

in the leaf pages of the XB-tree are sorted by the element ID, which is similar to a 

B+-tree. Each entry in the internal pages maintains a bounding segment that com
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pletely covers all the element ranges indexed under this entry. In this way, some 

index pages can be skipped by checking this bounding segment. Each page also has 

a parent pointer pointing to its parent page, which enables the index access to go up 

toward the root. 

Jiang et al [40] proposed the XR-tree that can support the reverse containment 

search. The XR-tree stores copies of element ranges in stab lists pointed by internal 

nodes in the internal nodes. Through our investigation, we noticed that in real word 

applications, documents with very deep recursions are scarce. We also observed that 

in B^-tree indexes, the space utihzation is not 100 percent, which means we can 

make use of the empty space inside index pages to store replicated elements. This 

motivated us to propose the CB-tree index, which will be introduced in Section 5.3. 

Sequence-Based Indexing By encoding XML data and path queries as sequences, the 

query processing is reduced to a subsequence search problem. 

Wang et al. have proposed a method called ViST that transforms XML data trees 

and twig queries into structure-encoded sequences [63]. By representing both XML 

documents and XML queries in structure-encoded sequences, querying XML data is 

equivalent to finding subsequence matches. The structure-encoded sequence is a two-

dimensional sequence of (symbol, prefix) pairs {{ai,pi), {a2,P2), •••, {an,Pn)} where 

ai represents a node in the XML document tree, and Pi represents the path from 

the root node to node a,. The nodes ai,a2,...,a„ are in preorder. ViST performs 

subsequence matching on the structure-encoded sequences to find twig patterns in 

XML documents. These sequences are stored in a trie. 

Rao et al. proposed to transform an XML document tree into a sequence by 

Priifer's method that constructs a one-to-one correspondence between trees and se

quences [57]. During query processing, a twig pattern is also transformed into its 

Priifer sequence. Then all the occurrences of the twig pattern in the database can be 

found by performing subsequence matching on the set of sequences in the database. 
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and performing a series of refinement phases, 

5.2.2 XML Path Processing Algorithms 

For XML databases using graph-based data models, path traversals play a central role 

in query processing, and optimizing navigational path expressions is an important 

issue. The optimal query plan depends not only on the values in the database but 

also on the shape of the graph containing the data. Three query evaluation strategies 

have been proposed for Lore's cost-based query optimizer [51]. They are a top-down 

strategy for exploiting the path expression, a bottom-up strategy for exploiting value 

predicates, and a hybrid strategy. 

The problem of optimizing regular path expressions has been studied in the context 

of navigating semi-structured data in web sites [4, 27]. The semi-structured data 

is modeled as an edge-labeled graph, where nodes denote HTML pages and edges 

denote hyperlinks. Abiteboul and Vianu [4] deal with a path query evaluation that 

takes advantage of local knowledge [i.e., path constraints) about data graphs that 

may capture structural information about a web site. They address the issue of 

equivalence decidability of regular path queries under such constraints. Fernandez 

and Dan Suciu [27] proposed two query optimization techniques to rewrite a given 

regular path expression into another query that reduces the scope of navigation. 

With the use of numbering schemes to encode XML data, various indexes and 

algorithms [10, 15, 47, 68, 61] have been proposed for the processing of structural 

joins. The stack based algorithms [61] utilize stacks to keep elements in-memory 

to avoid data re-reads. Bruno et al. [10] proposed the TwigStack algorithm, which 

can process an XML query twig pattern without decomposing the query into basic 

structural joins. Also in their work, the XB-Tree [10] was introduced as a variant of 

the B^-tree to work with the TwigStack algorithm. 

Chien et al. [15] used the B+-tree and its enhancement to expedite a structural 
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join by avoiding elements that do not participate in the join. The focus there was 

on basic structural joins. Since the index did not support the reverse containment 

query, the ancestor skipping was not fully exploited. The index and algorithm worked 

well for documents with highly nested structures. For relatively flat structure, the 

opportunities to skip ancestors using sibling pointers were limited. 

The TSGeneric^ algorithm [41] was proposed based on the TwigStack algorithm. 

The TSGeneric^ algorithm improves the TwigStack algorithm by introducing the 

SJCursor, which uses the XR-tree index to skip both ancestor and descendant data. 

However, it uses the same output model as the TwigStack algorithm, which generates 

output for every query node in a query pattern and merges all root-to-leaf paths into 

tree patterns in the end. This output method hmited the opportunities for further 

optimization. Based on this observation, we will propose a simple output model that 

can enable us to output only necessary results and to skip more non-matching data. 

5.3 The CB-tree Index 

Before we go into the details of the CB-tree index, let us first look at why we need 

such an index. 

5.3.1 Motivation 

The numbering scheme discussed in Chapter 2 has been used in sort-merge based 

algorithms introduced in Chapter 4. One of the requirements is that both ancestor 

and descendant sets should be in sorted order by element ID, and be accessed sequen

tially. However, in the following situations, a sequential scan may not be the best 

choice. First, when we have two unevenly sized input sets, scanning the larger input 

sequentially may be costly and unnecessary. Let us use the Q1 in Section 4.1 again 

to illustrate the idea. 

Ql: //book//section [figure] [table]/title 
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In Q1 we may have a small number of figure descendants and need to verify if 

each of these descendants has a section ancestor. If we have a lot of section 

elements in the XML data, it is undesirable to scan all of them. Second, when the 

join operation of section and figure has a high selectivity, accessing the whole input 

data to produce only a few results is costly. Indexing is an effective technique that 

can be used in the above situations. With appropriate indexes, a query processor 

can quickly locate the data needed during a query processing. Before introducing the 

index structure proposed in this section, we shall first describe the operations that 

should be supported by an index. 

5.3.2 Containment and Reverse Containment Queries 

Consider a simple query section//f igure. If there are a few section elements and 

a large number of figure elements, an index on figure elements can help to quickly 

find out if a section element has any figure descendants. In this dissertation, we 

refer to such queries as containment queries. A B'^-tree index can be built on figure 

elements to support such an operation [15]. As mentioned before, each element is 

assigned a range according to the numbering scheme. Any figure element with 

a range contained in the range of a section element will be a descendant of the 

section. We can use the left position of the figure element range, which is also the 

element ID, as the key to build a B^-tree index. To verify if a section element has 

any figure descendants, we can use the starting position of the section element as 

the search key to search the f igure index to find the first f igure element larger than 

the key, and verify if the figure element is a descendant by checking if it is in the 

range of the section. 

On the other hand, we could have only a few figure elements and a large number 

of section elements. To verify whether or not a figure has any section ancestors 

is the same as finding all the ranges that contain a given point. The B^-tree index 
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is not adequate to solve this problem. The reason is that the B^-tree is built using 

the element IDs. The ranges containing the given point can be anywhere in the 

B'^'-tree. The Segment Tree [6] and the Interval Tree [26] are data structures that 

have been developed in the field of Computational Geometry for indexing interval 

data. They are useful for detecting the intervals that contain a given point. Since 

ancestor ranges can be considered as line segments, we could use these structures 

to index ancestor ranges such as section elements and to get all section elements 

that contain a figure element quickly. In this dissertation, a query searching all 

ancestors having the same specified tag name for a given descendant is called a reverse 

containment query. Since the segment tree and the interval tree are in-memory data 

structures, they are not suitable for secondary storage. Another choice is to use the 

one dimensional R-tree to store the element ranges. The downside is that, during 

the search of an R-tree, there could be multiple search branches. Furthermore, each 

internal entry stores more information than a B"'"-tree, which makes the fan-out of 

the R-tree smaller. The search performance is not comparable to that of the B^-tree. 

In the above examples, the figure element is considered as a descendant. It could 

also be an ancestor of other elements. In order to support both containment and re

verse containment queries on the figure element, we could use two different index 

structures. For example, we could use a B^-tree to index figure elements for contain

ment queries and use an R-tree to index the same set of figure elements for reverse 

containment queries. However, the storage and maintenance costs of the indexes are 

high. It would be ideal if we could combine the indexes for both containment and 

reverse containment queries into one. 

The XR-tree [40] is an index that supports both containment and reverse contain

ment queries. It stores copies of element ranges in stab lists in internal index nodes. 

In the next section, we propose another index structure, the CB-tree index. Unlike 

the XR-tree, the CB-tree stores rephcated ranges in leaf nodes based on the obser

vation that the index occupancy rate is not 100% and the replication is limited for 
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most XML data with a small number of element recursions. Since the index internal 

structure remains the same as the B^-tree, the implementation of CB-tree is simpler 

than that of the XR-tree. 

5.3.3 The Containment B^-tree (CB-tree) Index 

For simplicity, we describe the index structures and algorithms limited to a single 

document. It is not difficult to extend them to multiple documents. We also assume 

that an index is built on the elements with the same tag name. 

If an element definition in an XML DTD or schema is not recursively defined, 

the ranges of the element instances with the same tag name are mutually exclusive. 

In this case, a B+-tree can be used to support both containment and reverse con

tainment queries. If an element can recursively contain elements with the same tag 

name, then there can be overlaps among the corresponding ranges of these element 

instances. As mentioned in Section 5.3.2, the B"''-tree is not adequate to support 

reverse containment queries in this case. To solve this problem, we propose the use of 

the Containment B+-tree (CB-tree) index, which is a simple but elegant extension of 

the B"'"-tree. The idea is based on replicating the elements whose ranges overlap with 

other ranges in different leaf pages. The internal structure of the CB-tree remains the 

same as the B+-tree, which uses the left value of each range as the key. Because of the 

replication, the entries in a leaf page of a CB-tree are classified into two categories, 

normal entries and extra (replicated) entries. The normal entries are the same as leaf 

entries in a traditional B+-tree. The extra entries in a leaf page are copies of the 

ranges (from other leaf pages) that cover at least one normal element entry in this 

leaf page. 

In XML documents the number of recursively defined element tags is usually 

very small, as has been shown by Mignet et al. [53]. 99% of the documents with 

recursive content use only a few of different element tags. Most documents do not 
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have any recursively defined elements. They also showed that the recursive fan-out is 

distributed following a power law of degree 2.4, which means only very few elements 

have a large number of descendants. So, the number of extra entries in each leaf 

page is usually very small, which was also observed in our experiments. This provides 

the rationale to use replication in our indexes. Further evidence and explanation is 

provided in Section 5.5.3. We need to note that the worst case recursion would be an 

XML tree with a single path composed of elements with the same tag. If the length 

of this single path is too long ^ (e.g., thousands of nodes), the CB-tree will suffer 

from the large amount of replication. For this kind of unlikely case, we would not 

recommend the CB-tree. From our investigation in Section 5.5.3, we will show that 

the depth of recursion is shallow for existing XML data sets resulting in an acceptable 

replication cost. 

5.3.4 Storing Extra Entries in the CB-tree 

The extra replicated entries can be stored in a leaf page or in a separate extra page 

pointed to by a leaf page. The following two methods can be used. 

Closed In this method, the normal entries and extra entries are treated in the same 

way. There are no extra pages. The extra entries are always stored in leaf pages. 

The extra entries can affect the split and merge during insertion and deletion. 

Hybrid Usually the index occupancy rate is not 100%. There is empty space in leaf 

pages. If the empty space is enough for the extra entries, then they are stored 

in the leaf pages directly. Otherwise, the extra entries are extracted out and 

stored in separate extra pages. 

The illustrations of the above two methods are shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. The 

left and right position values of indexed ranges are shown in the entries of these two 

^Usually, an index page can hold hundreds of records. 
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Normal Entry 

Extra Entry 

8,9 4,5 6,9 7,9 3.5 3,5 

Leaf Page 1 Leaf Page 2 Leaf Page 3 Leaf Page 4 

FIGURE 5.2. Closed Method to Store Extra Entries 

Normal Entry 

Extra Entry 

Leaf Page 1 Leaf Page 2 Leaf Page 3 Leaf Page 4 

Extra Page 

8,9 4,5 6,9 7,9 3,5 3,5 14, 

FIGURE 5.3. Hybrid Method to Store Extra Entries 

figures. Note that the left position is the index key. The right position is also stored 

in the index such that containment relationship can be checked without having to 

access data. By storing the extra entries in separate extra pages, the disk utilization 

is reduced and the I/O cost increases. The hybrid method tries to put extra entries 

inside leaf pages and makes full use of the capacity of leaf pages. Since the number 

of extra entries is very small, this technique is quite effective. It eliminates almost all 

the extra pages, which is clearly shown in our experiments in Section 5.5.3. 

Using the closed method, the insertion/deletion of an extra entry can trigger a 

split/merge operation. This makes the insertion and deletion more comphcated than 

that in the hybrid method. The extra entries of the closed method affect the fan-out of 

the CB-tree, but there is no extra page search cost. The hybrid method, on the other 
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hand, retains the internal node structure of a B+-tree, but it may introduce extra 

page searches. Our experiments show that the performance of the closed method is 

almost the same as that of the hybrid method. Thus we recommend the use of the 

hybrid method, which needs very little modification of the existing B^-tree. 

5.3.5 Operations on the CB-tree 

When a new element range is inserted into the CB-tree, the range is inserted using 

its left position (element ID) as the key. It is first inserted as a normal entry similar 

to a traditional B^-tree insertion. Then this range is inserted as an extra entry to the 

leaf pages that overlap with this range. This can be done by following the next-page 

links on the leaf pages. If a split is needed at the leaf level, the extra entries will be 

re-scanned and some of them will be copied to the new leaf page. The internal page 

split remains the same as in a B^-tree. 

When an element range is deleted from the index, the normal entry will be deleted 

from the leaf page. Then, a scan is needed to remove all replication of the range if 

there is any. If the leaf page occupancy is below the threshold, two leaf pages can 

be merged together. Some of the extra entries may be removed during this merge 

because they may result in duplicate copies in the merged leaf page. 

For containment queries, the search using the CB-tree is just like a range search 

in a traditional B^-tree. No extra entries are accessed in this search. For example, 

if we need to find the descendants of range [3,5], we take 3 as the key to search the 

CB-tree, which will lead us to the first page in Figure 5.2 or Figure 5.3. Then we 

scan the leaf pages to find all records with keys less than 5. To answer the reverse 

containment query, the index search of the CB-tree can be divided into two steps. 

The first step is to search the normal entries and the second step is to search the 

extra entries. The operation and the cost to search for normal entries are the same as 

that of a B^-tree. Note that the extra entries can be stored in the same leaf page. In 
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Field Description Initial value 

kind Query node kind in output model 
critical, 

target 

or normal 

cursor Provides access to elements in the associated index index cursor 
cur-range The most recent local answer found so far -1 

cache The set of ranges containing the largest child's cur .range 0 
res_range Result range for child query nodes to filter results [-1. -1] 

result The result set for the query node 0 

TABLE 5.1. The Structure of Query Nodes 

this case, there is no extra I/O cost for the extra entry search. Otherwise, the extra 

pages will be accessed. We shall use Figure 5.3 as an example to illustrate the reverse 

containment query. Suppose we are going to search for all the ranges that cover key 

8. First, we locate the key 8 in leaf page 3 using the same search method as B"'"-tree. 

From the normal entries, we get the range [8, 9]. Then following the extra page, we 

get ranges [6, 9] and [7, 9] that cover key 8. We can see that the search is limited on 

one leaf page and its associated extra pages, if any. 

5.4 The IndexTwig Algorithm 

In this section, we introduce an index based twig join algorithm, IndexTwig, which 

accepts a twig query and utilizes the CB-tree index for efficient evaluation. For a twig 

query, intermediate results could be large if we decompose the query and process each 

join separately. Following this observation, the IndexTwig algorithm processes a twig 

query as a whole and avoids breaking up the twig and generating intermediate results. 

In the following, we describe the IndexTwig algorithm assuming all data belongs 

to the same document. The extension to multiple documents is straightforward. 
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5.4.1 The Structure of Twig Query Nodes 

We shall refer to a node in a query twig as a query node. The fields associated with a 

query node are shown in Table 5.1. Note that since each element is assigned a unique 

range according to the numbering scheme, we use ranges to refer to elements. The 

kind field is used to differentiate different output roles in the output model, which 

will be introduced in Section 5.4.6. Each query node has a cursor for accessing the 

associated index, which indexes all elements having the same tag name as the query 

node by their ranges. The cursor retains the position of the most recent access. The 

next operation on a cursor returns the next element in the index without moving the 

cursor, while the advance operation moves the cursor forward by one element without 

returning it. The cursor supports the jumpTo operation, which directly jumps to the 

specified location. The f indAncestors operation on a cursor returns a set of ancestor 

ranges, each of which covers the cursor. The returned ranges are stored in the cache 

of query nodes, which will be detailed in Section 5.4.4. The result field is used to 

hold the answers for a query node. We will describe the current range cur_rcLnge and 

the result range res_range in the following sections. 

5.4.2 Basic Idea of the Algorithm 

In this section, we describe how non-matching data are skipped using indexes. First 

we introduce the data skip of parent-child pairwise patterns. Then the idea is ex

tended to parent-children one-to-many simple twig patterns, and further to arbi

trary twig patterns. Note that, this parent-child or parent-children relationship for 

query nodes refers to relationships inside a query pattern, not in XML data tree. 

For example, the path query, book//section, finds book and section elements in 

ancestor-descendant relationship. On the other hand, this query is a parent-child 

query pattern, since book query node is the parent of the section query node in the 

query node tree. 
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(b) Child node data skip (a) Parent node data skip 

FIGURE 5.4. Parent-Child Data Skips 

Parent-Child Skip Using sort-merge based algorithms to process a pairwise pattern 

such as A//B, the two sorted input element lists, for A and B elements, are scanned 

sequentially. With indexes, we can skip elements in these lists to avoid non-matching 

data access. This idea is illustrated in Figure 5.4, where the elements of query node 

A are shown as a range list, and the descendants of query node B are shown as a point 

list. The arrow of descendant hst is the position of cur .range, which is the largest 

local answer found so far. The local answer is a range that satisfies a sub-tree of a 

twig. In the parent-child case, a local answer for A would be a range that covers at 

least one point. The arrow of ancestor list is the same as the cursor position. In 

Figure 5.4(a), the child cur-range is ahead of the parent cursor. With indexes, the 

parent cursor can directly jump to the position of child cur_rcLnge by performing a 

reverse containment search using the child position as the key. Non-matching ranges 

are skipped without missing those that should participate in the final answer, since the 

reverse containment search returns all possible ranges covering the child cur_range 

position. In Figure 5.4(b), the child cur_range can jump to the parent cursor position 

using a B^-tree lookup, which is also supported by the CB-tree. Thus unnecessary 

data in both the ancestor and descendant lists can be skipped. 

Parent- Children Skip We can extend the same idea to a query pattern with one parent 

query node and multiple children query nodes. We shall call this query pattern simple 

twig. For example, the query, section [figure] [table]/title, is a simple twig 

query with one parent query node section and three children query nodes, figure, 

table, and title. The illustration of how the data are skipped is shown in Figure 5.5. 
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FIGURE 5.5. Parent-Children Data Skips 

There are three child cur_range positions in this figure. The parent query node skip 

in Figure 5.5(a) is the same as that in Figure 5.4(a), except that the parent cursor 

jumps to the largest child, the child with the largest cur_rcLnge. The reason is that 

any answer range should cover all three positions and hence it should at least cover 

the largest one. 

The child query node data skips can be divided into two cases. Figure 5.5(b) 

shows the first case when all child current positions are contained by the same set of 

ranges. In this case, all child current positions can jump to the start point of the next 

range in parent cursor, which is marked with a vertical Une. Figure 5.5(c) shows the 

second case when one child is ahead of others. Other children can jump to the range 

that might be the next answer, which is marked with a vertical line in the figure. 

Other children also need to jump there to verify if the possible answer is a real local 

answer. In this way, both child and parent query nodes can jump forward to skip the 

data that do not participate in query processing. 

It is not difficult to see that any complex twig pattern can be constructed using 

simple twigs. For example. Figure 5.6 illustrates that Q2 is composed of four simple 

twigs. Thus, the idea of skipping data in simple twigs can be generalized to any twig 

pattern. The IndexTwig algorithm described in the following sections implements 

this idea. It recursively treats each node as a simple twig to skip data. During this 
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employee. 

employee-ji employee Composed of 
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dept jobtitle 

'manager" 'administration' 

'administration' manager 

FIGURE 5.6. A Complex Twig and Its Simple Twigs 

recursive processing, one important benefit is that the jump positions of ancestor 

nodes can be passed down to descendant query nodes to help improve the jump 

further. 

5.4.3 Outputting Answers 

As we have described before, we call a range a local answer when it satisfies a sub-tree 

of a twig. Accordingly, a range that belongs to a match of a whole twig is called a 

global answer. It is possible that a local answer may not be a global answer. For 

example, in Q1 any title element is a local answer, since it satisfies the leaf query 

node title. However, not all title elements are global answers. We must identify 

such non-global answers and exclude them from being output. To do this, a result 

range, res_range, is associated with each query node. The result range itself is a 

global answer and it is used to determine whether a local answer of its child query 

nodes is a global answer. Since the root query node does not have a parent, the result 

range for the root to filter local answers is the universal range. The result range is 

updated when a new global answer is found. The algorithm to output results and 
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Algorithm 6: OutputAnswer: Output answer ranges and update the result range 
if possible. 

input : Q — query node; 
S — the set of possible answer ranges; 
prr — parent result range; 

procedure Output Answer {Q ̂ 5, prr) 
1: foreach r € S" do 
2: if prr contains r then 
3: Q.result = Q.result U {r}; 
4: if r.left > (5.res_range. right then 

/* r should be the new result window */ 
5: Q.res_range = r; 

end 
end 

end 

update result ranges is shown in Algorithm 6. If a new answer of Q is out of the result 

range of itself, the new answer will be used as the new result range for Q (Line 4 

to Line 5). The reason is that the new answer range covers all child nodes' current 

ranges, since it is an answer. And all future child local answers to be output will be 

greater than the new answer. 

5.4.4 The Range Cache of a Query Node 

During a twig query processing, the parent cursor jumps along with the largest child 

current range position. When a child cur .range jumps to a new position and becomes 

the largest child, the parent cursor is moved to that position. At the same time we 

obtain all ranges containing the largest child cur .range. For example, in Figure 5.5(a) 

there are two ranges containing the new child current position. With the support of 

indexes, we can retrieve these ranges using the reverse containment query. These 

ranges returned are in sorted order and are stored in a range cache of a query node. 

The cached ranges in Figure 5.5 are highlighted in thick hnes. The cache is always 

maintained according to the largest child cur_range position. Only these ranges in 

cache are possible to cover all child current ranges and are possible answers. 
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5.4.5 Output Model 

Existing twig join algorithms, such as TwigStack and TSGeneric+, output all match

ing patterns of a twig query. In order to do that, every root-to-leaf path of a match

ing pattern is generated. The generated paths are merged together in the end. In 

XQuery [7], path expressions are used to locate nodes within a document tree. The 

final result of a path expression is the node sequence that results from the last step 

in the path. For example, the result of path expression Q1 is a sequence of title 

elements. The number of matching patterns of Q1 could be much larger than the size 

of resulting title sequence, since one section could contain many figures and tables. 

Hence, to find all patterns and output them is potentially costly. It is also unnec

essary to output all the matching patterns for a path expression, because the result 

that we need is a sequence of elements. Based on this, the IndexTwig algorithm only 

outputs elements for the target query node instead of the whole matched patterns. 

5.4.6 Fast Existence Test 

The output model of the IndexTwig algorithm also provides the opportunity to fur

ther optimize a twig join algorithm. We shall use Ql as the example to explain the 

optimization idea. In Ql, the figure and table elements are used as existential 

predicates to filter the section element. For an existential predicate, it is enough 

to know the result is not empty. We do not have to determine all the results. For 

example, a section element may have many figure elements as children. When we 

find one figure element, we immediately know the result of the predicate, [figure]. 

The rest of the figure elements in the same section are not useful anymore. Thus 

we can safely skip them. In this dissertation, we shall refer to the technique of eval

uating the existential predicates such as [figure] without having to examine every 

instance of that predicate (and avoid generating unnecessary answers) as Fast Exis

tence Test (FET) optimization. The FET optimization helps in skipping unnecessary 
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Algorithm 7: Get Jump Pos; Return the Jump Position 
input ; Q — parent query node 
output: The Jump Position for Children 

function GetJumpPos{Q) 
1: Q' = the smallest child of Q] 
2: if (5-cache. end 0 < Q' V <5.cache = 0 then 
3: pos = Q.cursor.next.left; 

else 
4: r = the first range in Q. cache greater than Q'; 
5: pos = r. left; 

end 
6: return pos] 

data during the existence test and omitting unnecessary answers. 

Before we describe the FET implementation, let us first define the target node and 

the critical nodes in a query pattern. A target node is the node that a query processor 

should generate answers for. For example, title is the target node in Ql. All the 

ancestors of the target node in a query pattern are called critical nodes. For example, 

in query Ql, section is a critical node. If a query node is a target node, then every 

global answer of this node should be output to the result set. For critical nodes, every 

global answer should be examined, but it is not necessary to output them. For other 

query nodes, some answers may be skipped since we are not interested in finding out 

all of them. 

The above idea can be easily applied to the IndexTwig ]oui algorithm described in 

Section 5.4.8. We use kind in the query node data structure to distinguish different 

kinds of nodes in the algorithm. The value of kind can be critical, target or 

normal. 

5.4.7 Determining Jump Positions for Child Query Nodes 

Where a parent query node should jump to can be found easily. It is the same as the 

cur_range of the largest child. For a child query node, we need to find out the new 
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position for its cur .range to jump. The algorithm to do this is shown in Algorithm 7. 

Basically, the algorithm follows the two cases in Figure 5.5. In the algorithm, Line 2 

and 3 correspond to the first case of child skip in Figure 5.5(b). In this case, the 

largest range in the cache of the parent query node is smaller^ than the smallest 

child (or the cache is empty), which means either there are no ranges in the cache 

or these cached ranges have been processed already. The next possible answer range 

can only be the next range in the parent cursor. 

When there is a range in the cache that is greater than the smallest child, we 

need to verify if that range is an answer. So, it is the position for a child to jump. 

This is realized by Line 4 and 5 in Algorithm 7. This case also corresponds to the 

case in Figure 5.5(c). 

5.4.8 The IndexTwig Algorithm 

The main body of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. The input query pattern is 

stored as a tree structure pointed to by a root query node root. The IndexTwig algo

rithm repeatedly invokes the HasAnswer function with the minimum jump position 

min and the result range [0, INT_MAX]. Note that the cur_rcLnge field of root will be 

changed by the HasAnswer function when a new answer is found. The HasAnswer 

function shown in Algorithm 9 takes three parameters, a query node Q, a minimum 

jump position min, and a parent result range prr. The function returns TRUE if it 

finds a local answer larger than the parameter min. Before return, the local answer 

is stored in the cur_range of the query node Q. In the IndexTwig function, the 

minimum jump position min is updated to the newly returned answer, such that 

the next answer to be returned by HasAnswer will be greater than this one (Line 3, 

Algorithm 4). In this way, the results are retrieved one by one in increasing order. 

At the beginning of the HasAnswer function (Algorithm 9), the current range 

^When ranges are used in comparison, the left positions of ranges are used. 
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Algorithm 8: IndexTwig: The main function. 
input : root — the root node of query tree 

procedure IndexTwig {root) 
1: min = root. stream. next - 1; 
2: while HasAnswer{root, min, [0, INT_MAX]) do 
3: min = root. cur_range; 

end 

4: FlushAnswer{root, [0, INT_MAX]); 

cur .range, which is the local answer found in the previous invocation of HasAnswer, 

is output. If the query node is a leaf (Line 2), the answer ranges less than min will be 

output only if the query node is the target node (Line 5). Otherwise, they can be 

skipped, which is one benefit of the output model and the FET optimization. Then 

the search simply jumps to min and returns the next range in the cursor (Line 6 to 

9), since any range greater than min is a local answer. 

If the query node is not a leaf node, then the HasAnswer function enters a while 

loop (Line 10). At the beginning of the loop (Line 11), the termination condition is 

tested. If no more results exist, FALSE will be returned. 

The Is Answer function, which is not shown, is a simple function to test if a range 

covers all child current ranges and to determine if a range is a local answer. The local 

answers in the range cache can be divided into two sets. The ranges in set Al are less 

than min. These answers are of no use for parent query node of Q. So, the algorithm 

just outputs them in Line 14. The other set A2 contains answers greater than min. 

If A2 is not empty, the smallest range will be the current range of Q (Line 17). The 

TRUE will be returned since we found a local answer greater than min. 

If A2 is empty, we need to advance the current ranges of child query nodes and 

use the advanced current ranges to new find local answers larger than min. To do 

this, we need to find the minimum position for the children to advance by invoking 

the Get JumpPos function in Algorithm 7 Line 19. If the query node (5 is a normal 

node, we do not need to find all the local answers less than min. So, we can let 
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Algorithm 9: HasAnswer: Find local answer, 
input : Q — query node; 

min — the minimum answer; 
prr — parent result range; 

function HasAnswer{Q, min, prr) 
1: OutputAnswer{Q, {(5.cur_range}, prr)] 
2: if Q is a leaf query node then 
3: AO = {a E Q. cursor | Q. cur_rcLnge< a < mm}; 
4: if (^ kind = target then 
5: Output Answer {Q, AO, prr); 

end 
6: Q. cursor. jumpTo(min); 
7: if (5-cursor is empty then return FALSE; 
8: Q. cur_range = Q. cursor. next; 
9: return TRUE; 

else 
10: while TRUE do 
11: if Q.cache and (5-cursor are empty then 
12: return FALSE; 
13; Al = {a e Q. cache | I s Answer (a, Q) A 

(5-cur_range < a < min}; 
14: OutputAnswer{Q, Al, prr); 
15: A2 = {a E Q. cache | IsAnswer{a, Q) A a > min}; 
16: if A2 ̂  0 then 
17: Q. cur .range = Mimmwm(A2); 
18: return TRUE; 

end 
19: c-min = GetJumpPos{Q)-, 
20: if C-min > prr.right V (^.kind = normal then 
21: cjmin = Maximum{cjmin, min)] 
22: Q' = PickChild{Q)] 
23: if not HasAnswer{Q', cjmin, Q. res_range) then return FALSE; 
24: if Q' becomes the largest child then 
25: Q. cache=(3. f indAncestors((5'. cur_rcLnge); 

end 
end 
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Algorithm 10: FlushAnswer: Flush answers for target node in the end. 
input •. Q — a query node; 

prr — parent result range; 

procedure FlushAnswer{Q, prr) 
1: for Q' in (^.children A (^'.kind ^ normal do 
2: repeat 
3: min = Q'• cur _rcLnge. left; 
4: found = H as Answer {Q', min, prr)] 

until not found y (5'.cur_range > prr; 
5: Flush Answer {Q', Q. res_range); 

end 

children jump to min if min is larger (Line 21). We can also make c.min larger if 

c.min is larger than the right end of parent result range j9rr. right (Line 20). Since 

the parent query node of Q does not have answers between prr.right and min, Q 

will not have answers either. The larger c^min value the more data we can skip. It is 

another benefit of using the output model and the FET optimization. 

The PickChild function determines which child will be selected to advance. In 

our current implementation, the PickChild function directly returns the smallest 

child. Sophisticated optimization can be applied here to return the child that can 

advance most and skip more data. After the recursive call of HasAnswer (Line 23), 

if there are no more local answers for the child, FALSE is returned. Otherwise, we 

check if the new current range of Q' becomes the largest position. If so, a new set of 

range cache is retrieved by the f indAncestor function. Thus, <5 • cache is maintained 

according to the largest child, whose current range cur_rcLnge is the largest among 

all the children. 

When the while loop (Line 10) terminates, either there are no more local answers, 

or a local answer range larger than min has been found. If a new local answer is 

found, it is stored in cur_range (Line 17). This range will be used by the parent 

query node of Q to determine the parent's own local answers. 

When the while loop in IndexTwig algorithm (Algorithm 4) terminates, all an
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swers of root has been found. At this time, it is possible that answers for other 

query nodes may have not been output. For example, in query Ql, when the last 

section answer is found, some figure answers contained in this section may have 

not been visited at all. The FlushAnswer function in Algorithm 10 will exhaustively 

search each query node for answers within the existing result ranges. Thus, we do 

not miss global answers for descendant query nodes. Also, according to the output 

model, the normal query nodes do not need to be flushed (Algorithm 10 Line 1). This 

optimization skipped the unnecessary data access. 

5.4.9 Index Independency 

Prom the description of the IndexTwig algorithm, we can see that the algorithm does 

not depend on any particular index structure as long as the index can support the 

containment and reverse containment queries. This flexibility makes it possible to 

use other indexes besides the CB-tree. 

5.4.10 Algorithm Illustration 

We use a path expression, /book[.//section[table] [figure]], to illustrate the 

query processing of the IndexTwig algorithm. This path query finds all the book 

elements with a section element that contains both table and figure elements. 

The processing illustration is shown in Figure 5.7. In each figure, we show the query 

pattern on the left side. The element lists of internal query nodes (book and section) 

are represented using range lists. The element lists of leaf query nodes (table and 

figure) are represented using point lists. 

At the beginning of the processing, in Figure 5.7(a), the cursors are initialized 

pointing at the heads of the lists. The algorithm first processes the book query node 

and asks the section node to return any answers greater than the start position of the 

book node. The section query node in turn asks its children for answers. When the 
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table node returns its local answer, the cursor of the section node jumps forward 

and get a set of candidate answers (in dashed lines) using a reverse containment query, 

which is shown in Figure 5.7(b). In Figure 5.7(c), after the figure query node also 

returns its local answer, the section node now can make sure the candidates are its 

local answers (in thick lines) and returns them back to the book element, which finds 

the first global answer. Then the book element advances its cursor to the next element 

(Figure 5.7(d)). Again, the section node gets a set of candidates in Figure 5.7(e). 

But, the figure node returns a local answer that is far ahead (Figure 5.7(f)). So, the 

section node retrieves another set of candidates using a reverse containment query. 

After verifying the candidate by the answers returned from the table node, the 

section node returns this local answer back to the book node, which finds another 

global answer. This is shown in Figure 5.7(g). In Figure 5.7(h), the book node 

advanced its cursor to the next range. This position is passed down to the section 

node, which in turn passes it to the table node. But the table node has no more 

elements in its list. The algorithm then halts the processing and flushes global answers 

if there is any. 

Prom this illustration, we can see that the jump positions can be passed from 

ancestor query nodes down to their descendant query nodes. Also, the jump positions 

of descendant query nodes can be passed back to ancestor query nodes. In this way, 

the cursors of query nodes jump forward and skip non-matching data efficiently. 

5.5 Performance Study 

In this section, we present the performance study of the CB-tree indexes and the 

IndexTwig algorithm. We implemented the TwigStack [10], TwigStackXB [10] and 

TSGeneric+ [41] algorithms for our comparison. From our preliminary experiments, 

we found out that the performance of TwigStackXB in general was slower than TS-

Generic-I- and IndexTwig, which conformed to the result claimed by Jiang et al. [41]. 
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Query TwigStack TwigStackXB IndexTwig 
DBLPl 7964 700 372 
DBLP2 9322 2402 402 
NITFl 1685 1196 102 
NITF2 1477 581 73 
Shaksl 1366 1366 140 
Shaks2 516 40 18 

TABLE 5.2. Number of I/O Operations; TwigStack, TwigStackXB and IndexTwig 

For example. Table 5.2 shows the I/O performance of TwigStack, TwigStackXB and 

IndexTwig for the first six queries in Section 5.5.2 Table 5.3. The IndexTwig sig

nificantly outperformed TwigStack and TwigStackXB. Therefore, in the rest of this 

section we only present the performance comparison between the IndexTwig and the 

TSGeneric-l- algorithms. 

For indexes, we implemented the XR-tree [40] and the CB-tree on top of a paged 

file layer, which also provided the memory buffer management functionality. In our 

experiments, the page size was 4K bytes. Each entry in a leaf page consisted of four 

4 bytes integers namely document ID, element ID, size (the size of descendant), and 

the level of the element in the document tree. For the CB-tree, two versions (Closed 

and Hybrid) were implemented as described in Section 5.3. 

Experiments were performed on an Intel workstation with a Pentium 4 1.6GHz 

CPU running Solaris 8 for Intel platform. This workstation had 512M bytes of mem

ory and a 40GB EIDE disk drive (with 7200 RPM and 8ms average seek time). 

The disk was locally attached to the workstation and was used to store XML data. 

We used the direct I/O feature of Solaris for all our experiments to avoid operating 

system's cache effects. 
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5.5.1 Data Sets and Performance Metrics 

We experimented with four data sets, Shakespeare, DBLP, TREEBANK and XMark, 

from real-world appUcations and XML benchmarks. We also used one synthetic 

dataset generated by the XML Generator [24]. We have mentioned the Shakespeare 

and DBLP datasets before. Below is a brief description of the rest datasets we used. 

NITF: This dataset was generated using the XML Generator [24] with the DTD of 

the News Industry Text Format (NITF) [38]. The dataset had 225 MB with 

100 separate document files of various sizes. Note that this dataset is different 

from the previously used NITFl and NITF 100 datasets. 

TREEBANK: This dataset (82 MB) was obtained from the University of Washing

ton XML repository [54]. The document trees in this dataset were skinny and 

had deep recursions. 

XMark We used the 100 MB ready-made document in our experiments [58]. 

In our experiments, we measured the elapsed time (both CPU and 10) for query 

processing. For fair comparison, the output cost and the path merging cost in the 

TSGeneric-f- algorithm were not counted. 

5.5.2 Twig Queries for Performance Study 

The XPath queries shown in Table 5.3 were used for performance evaluation. Most of 

these are complex twig pattern queries. These queries have difference characteristics. 

Some of them are single long paths, e.g., TBS and XM3. Some of them have bushy 

twig structures, e.g., DBLP2, NITFl and Shaksl. There are value predicates for 

half of the queries, while there is no value involved for the remaining queries. From 

the result size table in Table 5.4 , we can see that these queries also have various 

selectivity. 
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Query Data Set Path Expression 

DBLPl DBLP //dblp[.//author="Dan Suciu"][.//year="1998"]//title 

DBLP2 DBLP //dblp[.//year="1998"][.//author][.//cite]//title 

NITFl NITF //body[.//block[.//note] [.//body.content] 

[descendant-or-self::text()="level 3"] 

NITF2 NITF //body[descendant-or-self::text()="level 3"] 

[.//block][.//body.content] 

Shaksl Shakespeare //PLAY[.//ACT[.//SPEECH[SPEAKER][LINE]]]//TITLE 

Shaks2 Shakespeare //PLAY[.//ACT//SPEECH/SPEAKER="KING HENRY V"] 

//TITLE 

TBI TreeBank //S//NP//SYM 

TB2 TreeBank //NP [. //RBR_OR_J JR] //PP 

TBS TreeBank //NP//PP//NP [. //NNSJDRJJN] [. //NN] 
XMl XMark /site/open_auctions/open_auction 

[bidder/date="06/04/2000"] 

XM2 XMark /site/regions//itein[location="United States"]/name 

XM3 XMark / site/closed_auctions/closed_auction [annotation/ 

des cript i on//emph//keyword] 

TABLE 5.3. Twig Queries for Performance Study 

Query # of results Query # of results 
DBLPl 21431 TBI 7 
DBLP2 19503 TB2 17 
NITFl 19 TB3 8 
NITF2 19 XMl 60 
Shaksl 1031 XM2 16294 
Shaks2 190 XM3 670 

TABLE 5.4. Result Sizes of Twig Queries 
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We first analysis the CB-tree and the XR-tree and their replication costs. Then 

we compare the performance of IndexTwig and TSGeneric-)- algorithms. 

5.5.3 Index Replication Cost 

As we have described in Section 5.3, if there is no recursive nesting in XML data, 

there is no replication in the CB-tree. Among the data sets we used, the Shakespeare 

data set has no recursive element. So, the CB-tree of this data set is the same as the 

traditional B"'"-tree. 

In DBLP data set, most elements are not recursively defined except a few inside 

the definition of title. They are sup, sub, i and tt. These four elements are used to 

describe the typesetting of a title content. Although they are recursively defined, it 

is rare to see them deeply nested. So, if there is any repUcation, the number is very 

limited. 

We also investigated several XML benchmarks including XMark, XMach-1^, and 

XBench'' to support our observation that the recursive nesting appears infrequently 

in most applications. In XMark DTD, there are recursively defined elements such 

as listitem and emph inside the description element. The recursive nesting of 

typesetting elements such as emph and bold is limited. Other recursively defined 

elements such as listitem and parlist have a recursive nesting level less than 

three. There was at most one extra entry on each leaf page after we loaded them 

into the CB-tree index. The element section in XMach-1 and the element subsec 

in XBench are recursively defined elements. They are used to describe the document 

structure. It is rare to see a document having more than five nested sections. So, the 

recursive nesting level is also limited in those two benchmarks. 

We checked the Protein Information Resource(PIR) data set^ and several other 

^http://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/en/proj ekte/XML/XmlBenchmarking.html 
^http://db.uwaterloo.ca/~ddbms/proj ects/xbench/ 
^http://pir.georgetown.edu/ 
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XR-tree CB-tree (Hybrid) 
Element Indexed Stab Extra Total Extra Extra Total 

Element Pages Pages Entries Pages Pages 
NITF block 492 5 543 532 1 548 
NITF body.content 578 5 515 746 1 511 
NITF note 73 1 137 82 1 139 
DBLP author 0 0 2921 0 0 2911 
DBLP title 0 0 1297 0 0 1284 
Shakespeare LINE 0 0 572 0 0 567 
Shakespeare SPEAKER 0 0 175 0 0 173 
TREEBANK S 1021 9 947 985 1 944 
TREEBANK NP 2154 17 2417 2108 6 2389 
TREEBANK PP 349 8 841 315 6 832 
TREEBANK NN 0 0 1036 0 0 1037 
XMark date 0 0 518 0 0 514 
XMark item 0 0 129 0 0 127 
XMark name 0 0 265 0 0 263 

TABLE 5.5. Index Information of the CB-tree and the XR-tree 

data sets. We observed in most real applications that the number of recursively 

defined elements is small and the recursive nesting level of these elements is shallow. 

The replication cost of those applications would be very small. For these applications, 

the access cost of the CB-tree is almost the same as that of the B'*"-tree. 

The small replication cost of the CB-tree was also demonstrated in our experi

ments. In Table 5.5, we gathered the index information of the typical elements used 

in our queries. To compare with the XR-tree, the corresponding XR-tree index in

formation is also shown in Table 5.5. We proposed two methods to handle replicated 

entries. Hybrid and Closed. Since their index sizes are similar, we only show the 

Hybrid CB-treein the table. 

For data sets without recursive elements, e.g., the DBLP and Shakespeare datasets, 

there is no stab elements in the XR-tree or extra entries in the CB-tree. The XR-tree 

has a larger internal node key structure (the start and end positions of stab lists are 

stored), which affects the index fan-out and makes the index size a little bit larger. 
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For indexes with 4 KBytes page we used, the XR-tree is about one percent larger in 

size. 

For datasets with recursive elements, e.g., NITF and TREEBANK, the index sizes 

of CB-tree and XR-tree are very close to each other. A stabbed element in the XR-

tree has to be stored in a separated page. On the other hand, a extra element entry in 

the CB-tree can be stored in a leaf node if there is room. This is the reason why the 

XR-tree indexes of recursive elements, S, NP and PP, are larger than the corresponding 

CB-tree indexes. 

As described in Section 5.3, if there is no recursive nesting in XML data, then 

there is no replication. In most real world applications, the number of recursively 

defined elements is small and the recursive nesting of these elements is shallow. The 

replication cost for these applications would be very small. However for highly skewed 

data with very deep recursive nesting, it is expected that the XR-tree would have less 

replication cost, because each element would be copied at most once. 

5.5.4 Algorithm Performance 

In this section, we compare the performance between IndexTwig and TSGeneric-l-. In 

the algorithm description of TSGenericH- [41], the Algorithm 6 may enter an infinite 

loop if the query node q does not end (not end(g)) but a none-leaf cursor p reaches 

the end (end(Cp)). In our implementation, we let function SJCursor return a flag 

indicating if a cursor reaches the end. Algorithm 6 used this information to break the 

loop and return. If no extension found in Algorithm 5 (getNextExt) Line 4, return 

q may cause another infinite loop and incorrect semantics. Under this situation, we 

let the algorithm continue run on Line 5 instead of return. Also in the TSGeneric-|-

algorithm, we used the TD heuristic since we do not assume we have statistics. 

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the performance results in total elapsed time and 

I/O count (pages accessed from disk) to process the queries listed in Table 5.3. The 
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FIGURE 5.8. Elapsed Time IndexTwig vs. TSGeneric+ 

elapsed time was almost proportional to the I/O cost. IndexTwig performed better 

than TSGeneric+ for all twelve queries. Especially for query DBLP2 and Shaksl, 

IndexTwig is 5 to 9 times better than TSGeneric+. 

In order to get rid of the effects caused by using different indexes, we implemented 

the IndexTwig algorithm on top of the XR-tree, since the XR-tree can support re

verse containment query, therefore it can be used by IndexTwig. We found out that 

the performances of using different indexes were almost the same as shown in Fig

ure 5.10. (The elapsed time had the same trend as the I/O performance. Only the 

I/O performance is shown in the figure.) This also conforms to the index comparison 

in Section 5.5.3. Since the index sizes of CB-tree and XR-tree were very close, using 

different indexes did not change the performance much. 

After this comparision, we concluded that the performance gain of the IndexTwig 

algorithm over the TSGeneric-|- algorithm can be attributed to algorithms rather than 

indexes. In TSGeneric+, the elements that were part of a query pattern match would 

be accessed and output. However, in many cases, these elements did not contribute 

to the correctness of the answers that should be output by the path expressions. 

According to our output model, only the answers of the target node should be picked 

• IndexTwig 

• TSGeneric+ 
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FIGURE 5.9. I/O Performance IndexTwig vs. TSGeneric+ 

@ IndexTwigCB 
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FIGURE 5.10. IndexTwig CB-tree vs. XR-tree 
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out and output. The answers of other query nodes can be skipped if their existence 

is of no use for finding target answers. 

In IndexTwig, a parent query node passed the result range down to its children. 

When a query node reached the end of its cursor, IndexTwig used the FlushAnswer 

function with the result range to flush the results of its descendants. After the flush, it 

is safe to terminate the query processing. The algorithm did not access the rest data 

that still remained in cursors. In the TSGeneric+ algorithm, the algorithm could end 

only if all the leaf query nodes reached the end of data cursors. Since there were no 

result ranges passed down to the descendants for filtering, they had to scan the leaf 

cursors to the end before finish. This caused unnecessary data access. 

IndexTwig passed min down to its child query nodes and further to its descendant 

nodes. In this way, the forward jump (SJCursor) could happen among ancestor and 

descendant query nodes. Unlike TSGeneric+, only the parent-child node pairs were 

picked for SJCursor. 

In IndexTwig, the PickChild function was used to choose a child to forward and 

find local answers (extensions). Inside this function, we could make the decision based 

on heuristics. Current implementation of IndexTwig used the smallest child as the 

choice hoping the largest jump could happen. Further optimizations could be applied 

here. For example, data statistics may be used as heuristics to make the choice. 

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we proposed the Containment B"'"-tree(CB-tree) index (an extension 

of the B"'"-tree) that supports both the containment query and the reverse contain

ment query. The CB-tree is effective for XML documents without or with a small 

number of recursions. When there is no recursively nested element in XML data, the 

CB-tree is the same as the B^-tree. We also proposed the IndexTwig algorithm for 

processing XPath queries. The algorithm is flexible in that it works with any index 
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supporting containment and reverse containment queries. A simplified output model 

was proposed and used in IndexTwig. Based on this, we further proposed the Fast 

Existence Test (FET) optimization to skip unnecessary data and avoid generating un

wanted results. The experimental results showed that the IndexTwig algorithm was 

highly efficient to process twig queries. It outperformed the TSGeneric-|- algorithm 

by a large factor in many cases. 
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CHAPTER 6 

XML PATH PREDICATE PROCESSING 

As introduced in the previous chapter, the existential type predicates in a path ex

pression make the whole query to be a twig pattern, and the IndexTwig algorithm 

deals with structural joins among elements without considering other types of predi

cates. In this chapter, we will introduce the techniques to process the Boolean type 

predicates, especially the inequality predicates. 

6.1 Introduction 

In XML path expressions, predicates are used to test and filter sequences of element 

nodes. The definition of predicates in XQuery is shown in the following: 

(Predicates) ::= ( [ (Expr) ] )* 

Predicates are enclosed in square brackets. One or more predicates can be applied on 

an expression, in the form Eq [Ei] [E2]... [E„], where Eq to E„ are path expressions, 

and EL to E„ are used to filter the sequence returned by Eq. For each item in a 

sequence to be filtered for example e, the predicate expression is evaluated using e as 

the context item. The context item is the item currently being processed, for example, 

if e is a node, e is the starting point for the predicate path expression. 

Since a predicate expression such as Ei does not have to return a boolean value, 

we need definitions to determine which value of predicates retains or discards the 

items in a sequence. If the value of the predicate expression is a positive number, the 

predicate is true if the number is equal to the context position of the context item in 

the sequence. Note that the first position in a sequence is one. For other values, we 
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need to get the effective boolean value of the predicate. The effective boolean value 

is false for the following value: 

• An empty sequence 

• The boolean value false 

• A zero-length value of string 

• The numeric value that is equal to zero 

• The special float or double value NaN 

In this dissertation, we divide the predicates into three categories, existential, 

positional, and boolean types: 

Existential Predicate If the value of a predicate is a sequence, we call it an exis

tential predicate. If the sequence is not empty, the effective boolean value is 

true. 

Positional Predicate If the value of a predicate is a positive number, it is used 

to match the context position of the context item. This kind of predicates are 

called positional predicates. 

Boolean Predicate This category includes the predicates generating a boolean value 

(true or false) or other atomic value such as string, float or double. 

Let us use the same book list example in Figure 1.1 to illustrate the different kinds 

of predicates. The path expression, //book [chapter], finds all book elements with at 

least one chapter element. The predicate in this query is an existential predicate. It 

uses the existential test to select the book elements. If we want the second book in the 

book list, we can use the expression, //book [2], which uses the positional predicate, 

[2], to get the second item from the book sequence. For boolean type predicates. 
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we use the expression, //book [price < 100], as an example. This query picks all 

books under a hundred dollars. 

In Chapter 5, we discussed the path query processing with existential predicates. 

We captured the character of existential predicates and skipped data by using the 

simple output model. As for positional predicates, similar techniques can be used to 

skip the nodes whose positions are larger than the value of a positional predicate. 

In this chapter, we limit our discussion on the processing of path expressions with 

boolean predicates that contain element nodes, e.g., //book[price < 100]. We 

propose indexes and algorithms to process the predicates in the form Ei [E2 (op) 

(value)], where Ei and E2 are elements, and (op) is the comparison operator. This 

form is the basic form for boolean predicates and other complex predicates can be 

built using this basic form. 

6.2 Related Work 

Keyword search can be considered as a form of predicate that can be combined in 

querying XML data. There have been efforts to integrate keyword search into XML 

query processing [31, 65]. Florescu and Kossmann [31] propose to extend the XML-QL 

query language [20] with keyword based search capabilities. To use indexes to facil

itate keyword searching, the structure of inverted files is also extended to support 

full-text indexing with additional information such as the granularity of XML ele

ments, the type of keywords, and the depth of the related element instances. Wolff et 

al. [65] make use of structural information within XML documents in the retrieval 

process based on a probabilistic model. They propose two index structures, a struc

ture index that preserves the hierarchical structure of the underlying data, and a text 

index that supports the evaluation of textual queries. Jiang et al. proposed the ex

tensions of the holistic join algorithm to process OR-Predicates without decomposing 

the predicates [39]. Our focus in this chapter is on processing inequality predicates 
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containing both elements and values. 

New index structures and search algorithms have been proposed for performing 

efficient filtering of XML documents in the selective information dissemination en

vironments [5]. In such systems, the roles of queries and data are reversed. To 

effectively target the right information to the right users, user profiles are posed as 

standing queries that are applied to all incoming XML documents in order to deter

mine which users the document will be sent to. The standing queries are written in 

XPath language [16], which allows predicates in queries. Hence, we briefly summarize 

the path processing techniques on streaming XML data in the following. 

XML filtering systems use event-based parsing and Finite State Machines (FSMs) 

can provide the basis for highly scalable structure-oriented XML filtering systems. 

The XFilter system [5] was an FSM-based XML filtering approach, which used a 

separate FSM per path query to allow all of the FSMs to be executed simultaneously. 

Based on the XFilter work, Diao et al proposed the YFilter that combines all of the 

path queries into a single Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) [23]. YFilter 

exploits commonality among queries by merging common prefixes of the query paths 

such that they are processed at most once. Gupta et al. proposed to construct a single 

deterministic pushdown automaton, the XPush Machine, from the given XPath filters 

with probably many predicates [36]. They also described optimization techniques to 

make the automata more efficient. 

For streaming data processing, we scan the data once and process a set of queries 

against the incoming data. The techniques we propose in this chapter work on XML 

data repositories. Indexes are build on such data repositories to speed-up query 

processing. In the next section, we first investigate the use of B+-trees for predicates. 

We show the benefits and disadvantages for different indexing schemes. Then we 

propose a new index structure and its associated access algorithm in Section 6.4. 
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6.3 Predicate Processing Using B+-trees 

In this section, we present two possible methods to build indexes helping the predicate 

processing. One method is to build the B+-tree on element values, such as the values 

of the price elements. The other method is to build the B"'"-tree on the elements in 

the predicate, such as the price elements. We will analysis each method and find 

out its advantages and disadvantages. Since we evaluate path expressions in the form 

El [E2 (op) (value)], we need a structural join algorithm to join Ei and E2. We 

will use the IndexTwig algorithm introduced in Chapter 5 to do this. During the 

structural join, the E2 elements are evaluated on the fly according to the predicate 

condition, and provide the IndexTwig algorithm with a sorted element list to join 

with El. Note that the IndexTwig algorithm and other sort-merge based structural 

join algorithms require the inputs to be in sorted order. 

6.3.1 Indexing Element 

A natural way to deal with the predicates is to build similar indexes as the CB-tree 

in Chapter 5. Let us use the path expression, Q3, 

Q3: //book [price < 100] 

as an example. For this query, we can build indexes on the book element and the 

price element. Since the book and the price elements are not recursively defined, 

the B^-tree will be enough. The index key of the B^-tree is the element ID. The 

values of price can be stored in the leaf records of the price index. Thus, in each 

leaf entry, there is a element ID, which is the index key, and a value of the element, 

for example, the price value of a price element. During the query processing of Q3, 

only the price element with a value less than 100 will be provided to the structural 

join algorithm. We refer to this indexing method as the Element-B'^'-tree method or 

the E-BT in short. 
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The elements in the B"^-tree are stored in increasing order of the element ID. 

Apparently, a structural join algorithm can directly use the index without further 

sorting on element ID. For a query such as Q3, there are two factors that affect 

the performance of the query processing, structural selectivity and value selectivity. 

The structural selectivity is the join selectivity between the two elements, book and 

price for Q3. The value selectivity is the selectivity of the condition in the predicate, 

which is price < 100 for Q3. For the E-BT indexing method, when the structural 

selectivity is high, the IndexTwig algorithm can skip a large amount of elements. 

Consequently, the checking of the value condition to filter these skipped elements are 

not necessary. In this case, the E-BT indexing method is expected to perform well. 

On the other hand, the performance of this indexing method does not change much for 

different value selectivities. The reason is that the access of an element index record 

does not depend on whether the associated value satisfies the predicate condition or 

not. If one element record satisfies the structural condition and the associated value 

satisfies the predicate condition, the element record should be accessed. Even if the 

value does not satisfy the predicate condition, we still have to get the record and 

verify this, since it is an answer of the structural join. When we have a high value 

selectivity and a low structural selectivity, this method cannot take much advantage 

of the high value selectivity to skip data. For example, in Q3 let us suppose we 

have only a few cheap books under 100 dollars, we still have to access all the price 

elements, since every price element can be joined with a book element in the sample 

data of Figure 1.1. 

6.3.2 Indexing Value 

An alternative method is to build the B^-tree index on the values mentioned in the 

predicate. For Q3, a B^-tree can be built on the values of the price elements. 

Therefore, the key of the index is the value in the predicate. Since each value may 
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correspond to a set of price elements (books may have the same price), we need a 

hst of element records for each value key in the index. Thus each key in the B^-tree 

corresponds to a list of price elements, whose values are the same as the key. So, 

each leaf entry in the index has a key and a pointer to a list of element records. We 

refer this indexing method as the Value-B^-tree method, or the V-BT for short. 

Given a price value, we can obtain a list of element ID's using this B"'"-tree. For 

equality predicates such as [price = 10], this index can be directly used to support 

the structural query processing. The algorithms introduced in previous chapters (e.g., 

sort-merge based algorithms), require accessing the elements in increasing order. To 

satisfy this requirement, the element ID list of each value key in the B"'"-tree can be 

stored in sorted order. Thus, this B+-tree index on values can support the processing 

of equality predicates without having to sort the list again. 

For inequality predicates such as [price < 100], since there are a range of value 

keys satisfy the condition, multiple element ID hsts will be accessed. In this case, we 

have to sort these lists into a single sorted list to guarantee the increasing order access 

of all qualified elements. When the value selectivity is high, only a small amount of 

price element lists are selected from the index, the sorting cost is low. Also because 

only the qualified price elements are accessed and take part in the structural join, 

a large amount of elements can be skipped even some of them may be joined with 

the book elements if only structural join is used between book and price. Thus this 

V-BT method can take the advantage of the high value selectivity to skip data. But 

when the value selectivity is low, virtually all the price elements have to be accessed 

and sorted during query process. The sorting cost will be prominent. Among the 

accessed elements, even these elements that can be skipped by the structural join are 

also unnecessarily accessed. In the next section, we introduce the EVR-tree index 

that can skip those elements and avoid the high cost of sorting. 
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6.4 The EVR-tree Index 

In the previous section, we presented two indexing methods, the E-BT and the V-BT. 

We also identified the pros and cons of these methods. In this section, we propose 

the EVR-tree index that takes the advantages of both indexing methods introduced 

before. 

6.4.1 Index Structure 

The name EVR-tree stands for the element value R-tree, and it is based on the R-tree 

index. Prom the E-BT and the V-BT indexes, we learned that neither of them can 

make use of both high structural and high value selectivities. The EVR-tree, on the 

other hand, uses the R-tree to index both elements and values together. There are 

two dimensions in the EVR-tree indexing space. One is the element ID dimension, 

and the other is the value dimension. For example, in Q3, one dimension is for the 

price element ID's, while the other dimension is for the values of the price elements. 

An illustration of the index dimensions is shown in Figure 6.1. Each dot in the figure 

represents a record in the EVR-tree. An EVR-tree record consists of a pair of element 

ID and value as the index key, and other information such as the level of the element 

in an XML tree. The rectangles in the figure illustrates the leaf level grouping in 

the EVR-tree. Since the EVR-tree is an application of the R-tree, the insertion and 

deletion algorithms remain the same as that of the R-tree. 

6.4.2 Advantages of the EVR-tree 

Ordered Element Accesses As mentioned before, the twig join algorithms require the 

access of elements in increasing order. In order to be used with the join algorithms, 

the EVR-tree provides a priority queue to support the ordered access. The idea is 

similar to the nearest neighbor search algorithm using the R-tree, where a priority 

queue is used such that the record with the highest priority is accessed first. In the 
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Element ID (e.g., price) 

FIGURE 6.1. The EVR-tree Illustration 

EVR-tree, since we need to access the elements in increasing order, we can use the 

element ID to calculate the priority. The smaller element ID the higher priority. In 

this way, the elements will be accessed through the priority queue in increasing order 

of the element ID's. 

There are two types of items that can be inserted in the priority queue, the 

element records and the internal index entries. Since we know the element ID of 

an element record, we can calculate its priority. The internal index entries in the 

EVR-tree are also needed to be inserted to the priority queue with a different priority 

calculation. For an internal entry, which points to an index page, the priority is the 

smallest element ID of the bounding box defined by this entry. Since the bounding 

box information is stored in an internal entry, there is no extra cost to retrieve the 

smallest ID. When an internal index entry is popped out from the priority queue, the 

pointed index page is accessed, and the entries in this page are inserted in the priority 

queue with their priorities. This index access algorithm is described in Algorithm 11. 

The priority queue is initialized to contain only the root of the EVR-tree. The input 

value condition is the condition of the predicate in processing. For example, the 

value condition for predicate [price < 100] will be price value less than 100. An 

structural join algorithm uses the function to get qualified elements in increasing 
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FIGURE 6.2. Skip Values in the EVR-tree 

order. In each round of the while loop in the algorithm, an entry is dequeued from 

the priority queue. If the entry is an internal index entry, the pointed index page is 

read and the entries in this page are inserted to the priority queue. If the entry is an 

element record, it is returned to structural join algorithms. 

Skip Values The EVR-tree has the advantages of indexing values using the B"'"-tree, 

which can utilize the high value selectivity to skip unqualified elements and associated 

disk access. We use Figure 6.2 to illustrate this. The shaded area is the query space 

in which we need to access the elements for the predicate, [price < 100]. The 

index pages without any intersection with this query space will be completely ignored 

without being accessed. The index pages with partial or complete overlaps with the 

query space may be accessed. This is implemented by Algorithm 11 Line 8 and 

Line 11. If the bounding box of an index entry overlaps the value query space, then 

it is inserted (Line 8). Similarly, if an element record satisfies the value condition, it 

is inserted (Line 11). We will explain next that if the structural selectivity is high 

the EVR-tree can efficiently support element skips. 

Skip Elements As described in the previous chapter, the IndexTwig algorithm will call 

the function jumpTo (refer to Algorithm 9 Line 6) to advance a cursor associated with 
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Algorithm 11: GetNextElement: for ordered element access of the EVR-tree 
Input: value.condition 

Output: The smallest element in the priority queue 

// the priority queue is initialized to contain the root of the EVR-tree 
// before the first invocation 

procedure GetNextElement{value-Condition) 
1 while prio-queue is not empty do 
2 entry x <— dequeue{prio-queue)] 
3 switch the type of entry x do 
4 case internal index entry 
5 fetch the index page p pointed by x; 
6 if p is an internal page then 
7 for each entry e in p do 

// test using the bounding box of e 
8 if there are values in e may satisfy value-condition then 
9 enqueue{prio-queue, e, the smallest ID under e); 

end 
end 

else 
// p is a leaf page 

10 for each entry e in p do 
// test the value condition using the value of e 

11 if the value of e satisfies value-condition then 
12 enqueue{prio-queue, e, element ID of e); 

end 
end 

end 
13 case element record 
14 return x; 

end 
end 

15 return null; 
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FIGURE 6.3. Skip Elements in the EVR-tree 

an index. When the structural selectivity is high, this function can potentially skip 

many unnecessary index page access. In order to enable the function GetNextElement 

in Algorithm 11 to skip disk pages, we need to pass the parameter minJD to this 

function. minJD is the minimum element ID that is needed by the IndexTwig algo

rithm. When an entry dequeued from the priority queue is an internal index entry, 

we can compare the bounding box with miri-ID to see if the whole ID range of the 

internal page is smaller than minJD. If it is true, we can safely skip this page. If a 

dequeued entry is an element record and its ID is smaller than miri-ID, we discard 

this element too. In this way, unnecessary disk access and element processing can be 

avoided. Figure 6.3 illustrates this idea. In the figure, the left vertical dashed line is 

the ID position of the last returned element, and the right vertical dashed line is the 

minJD. By filtering the entries in the priority queue using min^ID, several entries 

in the priority queue can be skipped as shown in the figure. We present a revised 

version of the function GetNextElement in Algorithm 12, in which Line 5 implements 

the skipping of internal pages, and Line 15 implements the skipping of elements. 
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Algorithm 12: The New Version of GetNextElement for the EVR-tree 
Input: {value-Condition, minJD) 

Output: The smallest element in the priority queue 

// the priority queue is initialized to contain the root of the EVR-tree 
// before the first invocation 

procedure GetNextElement{value-condition, minJD) 
1 while prio-queue is not empty do 
2 entry x •«— dequeue{prio-queue)] 
3 switch the type of entry x do 
4 case internal index entry 
5 if the ID range of x is smaller than minJD then continue; 
6 fetch the index page p pointed by x; 
7 if p is an internal page then 
8 for each entry e m .  p  do 

/ / test using the bounding box of e 
9 if there are values in e may satisfy value-condition then 

10 enqueue{prio-queue, e, the smallest ID under e); 
end 

end 
else 

11 for each entry e in p do 
// test the value condition using the value of e 

12 if the value of e satisfies value-condition then 
13 enqueue{prio-queue, e, element ID of e); 

end 
end 

end 
14 case element record 
15 if the ID of X is smaller than miu-ID then 
16 continue; 

else 
17 return x; 

end 
end 

end 
18 return null; 
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6.5 Performance Study 

In this section, we present the performance study of the EVR-tree and the two index

ing methods using B+-trees. We implemented the EVR-tree based on the GiST C-I--I-

library [37]. The two B^-tree indexing methods used the B^-tree implementation of 

the GiST hbrary. The algorithm we used for structural joins is the IndexTwig join 

algorithm introduced in Chapter 5. 

6.5.1 Experimental Settings 

We experimented with two data sets, one synthetic data set and one real-world data 

set (DBLP). The synthetic data has IM price elements, and various book elements 

from lOK to IM. Each book element contain one price element. Hence, different 

number of book elements will give different structural selectivities. The values of 

price elements are generated randomly from 0 to 99. The actual query used for the 

synthetic data is //book [price < value]. The value can be changed from 0 to 99 

to choose different value selectivities. For the DBLP data, we used the query with 

similar format, //inproceedings[year > value]. The value of the year element 

can be adjusted from 1990 to 2002 for different selectivities. 

We used an Intel workstation with a Pentium 4 1.6GHz CPU running Solaris 8. 

This workstation had 512M bytes of memory and a 40GB EIDE disk drive (with 7200 

RPM and 8ms average seek time). The disk was locally attached to the workstation 

and was used to store XML data and indexes. We also used the direct I/O feature of 

Solaris for all our experiments to avoid operating system's cache effects. 

6.5.2 Performance Analysis 

In our experiments, we measured both the elapsed time and disk I/O count. We 

noticed that the major cost of the query processing is the I/O cost and the elapsed 

time is proportional to the I/O cost. So in this section, we will use the I/O count to 
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FIGURE 6.4. DBLP Query "//inproceedings [year>?]" with Different Buffer 
Pages and Value Selectivities 

show the performance of different indexing methods. For fair comparison, the output 

cost was not counted. 

Figure 6.4 shows the performance of the query, "//inproceedings [year>?]on 

DBLP data. Three indexing methods are shown in the figure, the EV-RT, the E-BT 

and the V-BT, which stands for the EVR-tree, the indexing method on elements, 

and the indexing method on values. These indexes are built on the year elements 

and/or the values of the year elements. As for the inproceedings elements, we used 

the CB-tree. Since there are no recursions among the inproceedings elements, the 

CB-tree is similar to a B^-tree. In Figure 6.4, there are four figures for different 

number of in-memory buffer pages used during query processing. Inside each figure, 
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we can observe that with the decrease of the value selectivity, more and more elements 

were selected and used in structural joins. Hence more costs were necessary to process 

the query. When the value selectivity is high (e.g., year > 2002), the V-BT and the 

EV-RT were significantly better than the E-BT. The reason is that indexing on values 

can make use of the high value selectivity. Only the qualified elements took part in 

the structural joins, and others elements were skipped by the indexes. For the E-BT, 

on the other hand, elements can be skipped only by the structural join algorithm. 

Since the structural selectivity is almost 100 percent, there were few chances to skip 

elements. 

As mentioned before, the downside of the V-BT is that all qualified elements have 

to be sorted before taking part in the structural joins. When the value selectivity 

was low, most of the elements had to be sorted. The V-BT indexing method needs 

memory buffers to perform the sorting. The sorting cost is prominent if the buffer size 

is small, as we can see from Figure 6.4 (a). When there were more qualified elements, 

the performance of the V-BT was worse than the EV-RT. When there were enough 

buffer pages, as shown in Figure 6.4 (d), the cost of the three methods were close for 

the low value selectivity. This also demonstrated the low memory requirement of the 

EV-RT. 

The structural selectivity of the DBLP data is fixed and is almost 100 percent. To 

show the performance of different structural selectivities, we used the synthetic data. 

Figure 6.5 shows its performance. In this set of experiments, we used 1000 memory 

buffer pages. The overall trend of performance is similar to that in Figure 6.4. Among 

the three indexing methods, the EV-RT performed best. We need to note that for the 

high strutural selectivity, e.g., 1% in Figure 6.5 (a), the EV-RT performed especially 

well. It took the advantages of both high value and high structural selectvities. Also, 

as anticipaged, the performance of the E-BT was better than the V-BT for the high 

value selectivity portions in all four figures of Figure 6.5. 

One interesting phonminon in Figure 6.5 (a) is that the performance of the E-
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FIGURE 6.5. Synthetic Data Query "//book[price>?]" with Different Structural 
Selectivities and Value Selectivities 

BT was getting better with the descrase of the value selectivity. The reason is that 

when the value selectivity is high, the E-BT index had to sequentially search many 

leaf pages for the few qualified elements, because there is no index on value. Thus it 

could not effectivly take advantages of the high structural selectivity to skip elements. 

When there were more quialified elements (value selectivity is low), each such search 

was faster. Since the structural selectivity is high, the next search could use the 

structral jump to skip those elements that may be sequencelly scaned for the high 

value selectivity case. 

Prom the above experiments, the EVR-tree demonstrated better performance than 

indexing individually on values or elements. It took the advantages of high value 

selectivity and high structural selectivity to skip elements that cannot be joined. 
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6.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we first introduced the predicates of XML path expressions. Then, we 

proposed the EVR-tree to index the inequahty predicates. The EVR-tree combined 

the advantages of indexing on values or elements individually using B''"-trees. At the 

same time, it provided ordered access by using a priority queue. Prom the exper

iments, the EV-tree demonstrated better performances over the indexing methods 

using B+-trees. It utilized the high value selectivity and high structural selectivity to 

avoid unnecessary disk access and unnecessary processing of elements that cannot be 

matched. 
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CHAPTER 7 

XML PATH PROCESSING USING RDBMS 

Relational databases are mature and widely used. Many research activities use ex

isting relational database systems for storing and querjdng XML data [21, 28, 29, 

30, 45, 59, 62, 67, 68]. In this chapter, we describe our implementation of the XML 

Indexing and Storage System, called XISS/R, which is based on the extended pre

order numbering scheme and relational databases. For performance comparison, we 

selected two relational schemas to store XML data. We identify and investigate sev

eral important issues that affect the storage and query performance. These issues are 

introduced in Section 7.2.1. The XISS/R system demonstrates approaches for using 

the extended preorder numbering scheme to store XML data in relational database 

systems and efficiently evaluating path queries using SQL. 

7.1 Introduction 

Various approaches to storing and querying XML data have been proposed [8, 21, 

30, 62]. Since relational technology is mature and well-developed, using relational 

databases to store XML data is an important direction to explore. The XISS/R 

system, which to be introduced shortly, demonstrates an efficient approach for using 

relational database systems to store and evaluate queries on XML data. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the extended preorder numbering scheme [47] is an 

efficient method for relating semi-structured XML data with structured relational 

data. Every XML node encoded in this way can be stored in a uniform manner 

inside a relational database. With the numbering scheme, translating regular path 

expressions to SQL statements is less complicated and does not involve recursive SQL 

queries. 
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In the XISS/R system, we implemented the XML Indexing and Storage System 

(discussed in Chapter 3) on top of a commercial relational database system. Several 

key issues involved in storing the XML data using the numbering scheme were iden

tified and relational schemas are generated based upon the choices made in resolving 

these issues. 

The XISS/R system includes the following features. 

• A web-based user interface, which enables stored documents to be queried via 

XPath. 

• An XPath Query Engine, which automatically translates XPath queries into 

efficient SQL statements. 

• Multiple relational schemas for comparison. 

• Reporting of performance statistics. 

Current implementation of the XISS/R supports the combination of the following 

XPath operators in abbreviated syntax, ajjh, a[b], a/b, a[@6 ="c"] and a@b. We need 

to note that the XISS/R is not yet a full-fiedged system. It does not support many 

features of XPath, such as functions and some axes. Our purpose is to demonstrate 

the ability to store XML data in relational databases based on our numbering scheme, 

and to efficiently process core operations of XPath. Designing and implementing the 

system to support all XPath features would be an important future work to make the 

XISS/R system usable for real applications. 

In previous chapters, we proposed several algorithms and index structures to pro

cess path expressions. In the relational database we used, these proposed indexes are 

not available. It is also an important future work to investigate how to implement the 

techniques proposed in this dissertation inside relational databases with minimized 

modifications to them. In our performance study, we only utilized the functionalities 
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provided by the underlying database. For example, we build B^-tree indexes and 

translate path expressions into SQL statements to do query processing. 

7.2 System Description 

The XISS/R system consists of three components: 

1. A mapping of XML data to relational schema. 

2. An XPath Query Engine. 

3. A web-based user interface. 

The mapping of XML data to relational schema is accomplished by using the extended 

preorder numbering scheme. We have generated two relational schemas that make 

best use of this numbering scheme. The XPath Query Engine allows XPath queries 

to be issued on the relational implementation of the mapping of XML data. Universal 

access to the system is provided through a web-based interface. The interface allows 

users to visually interact with the system by communicating with the query engine 

and displaying results and performance statistics. 

7.2.1 Mapping XML Data to Relational Schemas 

Mature relational technology can be a useful mechanism for storing and querying 

XML data. Mapping of semi-structured XML data to a highly structured relational 

system can be accomplished by using the extended preorder numbering scheme. This 

numbering scheme provides a method for encoding tree-formed data into integer pairs 

irrespective of data content. We have developed two relational schema to make use 

of the extended preorder numbering scheme in accomphshing this task. 
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The Extended Preorder Numbering Scheme The extended preorder numbering scheme 

associates each node in an XML document with a pair of numbers, the extended 

preorder and the range of descendants {<order, size>). In a relational schema, these 

pairs can be stored in conjunction with other node information and used as part 

of join conditions during query processing. Using this numbering scheme, it is not 

necessary to attempt to use SQL statements to traverse tree structures in order to to 

process ancestor-descendant joins. This numbering scheme also enables the XISS/R 

system to store nodes in a uniform format as tuples inside relational tables without 

losing XML document structural information. 

Relational Schema The numbering scheme provides a unified way to store the struc

tural relationships of XML data. However, there are a number of options for storing 

other necessary data from XML documents alongside such structure data. We inves

tigated several key issues that can affect the storage and query performance: 

• How to store element and attribute nodes. 

• How to store tag name values. 

• How to store value string information for text and attribute nodes. 

• For different schemas, what kind of indexes are needed. 

Before approaching those questions, let us first have a look at the information we need 

to store in the relational database. XISS/R requires five pieces of information for each 

node stored in the system. They are the document ID, the order (also referred to as 

the node ID) and size of a node in the numbering scheme, the depth of a node in a 

document tree, the tag-name and the possible text value of a node. In an effort to 

improve efficiency in processing queries and during export of data, we also stored the 

parent node ID, the sibling node ID, the first child ID and the first attribute ID for 

each node. 
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FIGURE 7.1. Tables in Schema A (Primary keys in bold) 

Utilizing the above information we have created two relational schemas, Schema 

A and Schema B, that are best suited to implementing XISS/R. Note that using these 

two schemas, we do not have to consider the the DTD or the XML schema of XML 

data, since the mappings are directly done on XML data. 

Schema A XISS/R divides nodes into three categories: element, attribute and 

text. Since the set of information that each type of node requires to be described 

is different, this separation saves space by storing only necessary fields. Schema A, 

which is shown in Figure 7.1, separates nodes along these lines and is defined as 

follows: 

1. The Document Table consists of the Name of a document and a unique numerical 

Document_ID. 

2. The Element Table stores all element nodes. 

3. The Attribute Table stores attribute nodes. The Value stores the attribute 

value. 

4. The Text Table stores text nodes (not text values) within the system. Value 

stores the actual text. 

In this schema, a Document Table is a simple way to separate the document name 

from the element, attribute, and text relations and to save space by only storing the 
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FIGURE 7.2. Tables in Schema B (Primary keys in bold) 

expensive document name string information once and inexpensive integer informa

tion many times. The element, attribute and text relations store a reference to the 

numerical ID of the document for each node. In the Element, Attribute, and Text 

tables, Order and Document_ID uniquely identify any node within the system. Since 

all attribute nodes have a corresponding text value (or empty) string, it is stored with 

the attribute node. This reduces query time. 

Schema B Schema B, which is shown in Figure 7.2, goes further than Schema A 

in separating nodes into different tables. Like Schema A, Schema B separates nodes 

by their type (element, attribute or text). In addition to this. Schema B horizontally 

partitions element and attribute by tag-name. An element or attribute table is created 

for each unique tag-name. All nodes of the same type, from all stored documents, 

with the same tag name are stored in the same table. For instance, all element nodes 

with the tag-name ACT are stored in one table. This strategy serves to reduce the 
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overall query time by making the SQL statements less complicated and by running 

queries on smaller tables than Schema A. Schema B also contains a table that has 

necessary information for all nodes to assist in reconstruction of XML documents. 

7.2.2 XPath Query Engine 

The XPath Query Engine (Figure 7.3), which is located between the user interface 

and the database server, is the core component of the XISS/R system. The query 

engine accepts XPath queries and generates SQL statements to send to the database 

server. Query results from the database server are then formated and forwarded to 

the user interface by the query engine. 
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Upon receiving an XPath query, the Query Parser first parses the query and 

translates it into an intermediate tree-structured format. For example, the query 

A[B]/C will be translated into a tree with node A as the root, and B and C as two 

children of A. 

This tree-structured intermediary is then simplified by the Query Transformer 

based on current cache information in the Cache Directory. The Cache Directory 

stores result information from previous queries. Each entry in the directory consists of 

a query pattern in tree-structured intermediate format, and a pointer to its associated 

result set, which is stored in the RDBMS as a table. 

The query transformer matches the current query tree against patterns in the 

cache directory. If a match is found, the matched part in the query tree will be 

replaced by a super node. This super node is similar to a normal node except that 

when parsed into SQL the SQL Generator will evaluate it based on cached result 

tables. For example, if the result of the query A/B is in a cache table, the A [B] part 

in the query A[B] /C can be replaced by a super node, which indicates the source data 

for node A should come from the cached table. The query is thus simplified into a 

two-node query tree. Note that other optimizations can be implemented inside the 

query transformer. 

The simplified query tree is translated into SQL statements by the SQL Translator 

according to the relational schema in use and communicated to the database server. 

For example, the query media[<9media-type="image"] will be translated into the 

following SQL statement when using Schema A: 

SELECT 

etO.DID as Document, etO.NID as Node_ID 

FROM 

elem_tab etO, attr_tab atO 

WHERE 

etO.NAME = 'media' and 

atO.NAME = 'media-type' and 

atO.VALUE = 'image' and 

atO.DID = etO.DID and 
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atO.PARENT_ID = etO.NID 

The database server processes the SQL query and returns the result to the XPath 

Query Engine, whose Result Constructor formats the result and sends it to the user 

interface for display. The result is also sent to the Cache Manager, which makes a 

caching decision based on information such as result set and data size, query pattern 

or sub-pattern frequency, query processing time, etc. 

7.2.3 Web-Based User Interface 

The Web-Based Interface allows users to issue XPath queries to the XISS/R system 

from any location with access to the XISS/R web server. It accepts queries through 

the HTML form construct, sends these queries to the XPath query engine and receives 

results in return. Users can choose the amount of results they want displayed at one 

time and then page through the result set. In addition to the requested portion of 

the result set, the web query interface also returns usage statistics to users such as 

the XPath query, the translated SQL query(ies), execution time for each query, and 

total server side time. After all these are calculated, the statistics are also recorded 

for future analysis. The recording of these statistics takes a trivial amount of time 

and does not affect the user. 

An example of the query web interface is shown in Figure 7.4. Users can choose 

the dataset and schema to query. The XPath query and the desired number of results 

per page are sent to the web server, which interacts with the XPath query engine to 

process the query. The appropriate portion of the result set, received from the web 

server is displayed in an additional frame. Here the user can page through the results 

or peruse performance statistics. Additional queries can be issued at any time. 
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7.2.4 Implementation 

Our current implementation of XISS/R uses Oracle 9i as the RDBMS. Documents 

are parsed and loaded into the database by a program written in Oracle 9i's Pro 

C/C++ interface. This loader uses the LibXML [66] library to access XML documents 

such that their structural information can be encoded with the extended preorder 

numbering scheme. 

The web-based interface is implemented with Apache 1.3.24 compiled with PHP 

4.1.12. The XPath Query Engine is implemented by PHP scripts that communicate 
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with Oracle through the Oracle Connection Interface(OCI). 

Currently the web interface accepts queries expressed in XPATH 2.0 Abbreviated 

syntax. The XPath operators, a//6, a[b], a/b^ a[@6 ="c"] and a@b are supported, and 

can be combined as needed to address stored XML documents. As per the XPath 

specifications the query result set is composed of pointers that uniquely point to 

addressed nodes. 

We created several schemas to determine whether to store elements in a large node 

table or store them in separate node tables divided by node name. The overall trend 

in performance was that schemas using horizontal partitioning were faster. As for 

whether to store tag names in the node tables or store them in a separate tag name 

table, we found that since the number of distinct elements and attributes is usually 

small, the join time between a tag name table and node tables is inconsequential 

compared to the common total query time. 

Unlike a tag name, an XML dataset can and often contains large amounts of 

distinct value-string information. In worst case scenario, this can be " 2 x (the number 

of element nodes) - 1 + the number of attribute nodes". With this high percentage 

of distinct textual values, the amount of space saved is trivial compared to the extra 

time it takes to access this data. For this reason, the value string information is stored 

directly in the attribute and text tables. 

In addition to the tables in the schemas described before, we also utilized database 

indexes to accelerate query processing. There are B-|—tree indexes on all the pri

mary keys of the tables. In addition, there are B-|—tree indexes on name, value and 

document text information. Also there is a B+-tree index on the Parent_ID and 

Document_ID of all text nodes and an index on Order, Size and Document_ID for all 

nodes. 
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7.3 Related Work 

There have been many research activities that use existing relational database systems 

for storing and querying XML data [21, 28, 29, 30, 45, 59, 62, 67, 68]. Shanmugasun-

daram et al. [59] have built a prototype system that uses a DTD (Document Type 

Definition) to convert XML data and queries to relational tuples and SQL queries. 

Florescu and Kossmann [29, 30] propose a few mapping schemes such as an edge table 

to store XML data in a relational database. The STORED approach [21] relies on a 

lossless mapping from a semi-structured data model to a relational model. However, 

parts of the semi-structured data that do not fit the relational schema are stored 

in an overflow graph. Thus, the STORED approach is considered a combination of 

relational and semi-structured techniques. 

Fernandez et al. addressed the problem how to efficiently publish relational data 

in XML format [28]. Tatarinov et al. discussed the XML order issue during storing 

XML data in RDBMS and translating XML queries. Krishnamurthy et al. presented 

an algorithm to translate path expression queries to SQL in the presence of recursion 

in XML schemas and queries. 

The XRel approach [67] stores paths in relational tables. XPath expressions are 

translated into SQL queries, which utilize the string matching functionality of a re

lational database. Zhang et al. investigated how to efficiently support containment 

queries in relational database management systems [68]. In this work, they used the 

position and depth of a tree node for indexing each occurrence of XML elements 

The XPath accelerator index structure [34] was proposed to support the processing 

of XPath axes. Pre- and postorder tree traversal numbering scheme was used. Each 

element node is represented by a 5-dimensional descriptor. The XPath axes can be 

evaluated using these descriptors. Various techniques to minimize the search window 

and were proposed. Also in this work, relational implementations, including relational 

schemas and evaluation schemes, were presented. 
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7.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we introduced the XISS/R system, which is an implementation of 

the XML Indexing and Storage System (XISS) on top of a relational database. The 

system is based on the XISS extended preorder numbering scheme, which captures 

the nesting structure of XML data and provides the opportunity for storage and query 

processing independent of the particular structure of the data. The system includes 

a web-based user interface, which enables stored documents to be queried via XPath. 

The user interface utilizes the XPath Query Engine, which automatically translates 

XPath queries into efficient SQL statements. The query results, query statistics, 

and the automatically translated SQL statements can be displayed through the web 

interface. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this dissertation, we first proposed the extended preorder numbering scheme, which 

determines the ancestor-descendant relationship between nodes in the hierarchy of 

XML data in constant time. The numbering scheme can adapt gracefully to the 

dynamics of XML data objects by allocating a numbering region with extra space. 

Along with the numbering, we introduced the mapping from tree nodes to ranges and 

the containment property of these ranges. 

After encoding XML data using the numbering scheme, XML path queries can be 

processed using traditional relational database techniques, such as sort-merge based 

algorithms and partition-based algorithms. Following this, we introduced the XML 

Indexing and Storage System (XISS) to store and index XML data and to efficiently 

process regular path expression queries. We identified the major drawback of the con

ventional methods based on tree traversals—the possible requirement of the extensive 

search of XML data trees. To avoid this drawback, we proposed to decompose a com

plex path expression into a collection of basic subexpressions. Each subexpression can 

be processed either by directly accessing index structures of the XISS system or by 

applying one of the proposed £A-3oin and E£-io\n algorithms. For a subexpression 

having a pair of elements, £E-3o\n. algorithm performs its processing by a two-stage 

sort-merge operation. The experimental results showed an order of magnitude perfor

mance improvement over conventional methods. To process the ancestor-descendant 

type path expressions, we further proposed the partition-based algorithms, which can 

be chosen by query optimizer according to the characteristics of the input data. An 

in-memory range cache was used to hold ranges crossing partition boundaries. The 

Ancestor Link algorithm can make the best use of memory buffer and take advantage 
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of the uneven sized inputs. 

To process complex path expression with branches, we proposed the Contain

ment B^-tree (CB-tree) index and the IndexTwig algorithm. The CB-tree, which is 

an extension of the B^-tree, supports both the containment query and the reverse 

containment query. It is an effective indexing scheme for XML documents with or 

without a small number of recursions. When there is no recursively nested element 

in XML data, the CB-tree is the same as the B"'"-tree. The proposed IndexTwig algo

rithm works with any index supporting containment and reverse containment queries, 

such as the CB-tree. We introduced a simplified output model, which outputs only 

the necessary result of a path expression. Furthermore, the output model enables the 

Fast Existence Test (FET) optimization to skip unnecessary data and avoid generat

ing unwanted results. The experimental results showed that the IndexTwig algorithm 

is highly efficient to process twig queries. It outperformed the TSGeneric-)- algorithm 

by a large factor in many cases. 

We then introduced techniques to process the predicates in XML path expressions. 

We proposed the EVR-tree to index the inequality predicates. The EVR-tree com

bined the advantages of indexing on values or elements individually using B"'"-trees. It 

utilized the high value and/or structural selectivities, and provided ordered element 

access by using a priority queue. Prom the experiments, the EV-tree demonstrated 

better performance over the indexing methods using B"'"-trees. 

At the end of the dissertation, we introduced the XISS/R system, which is an im

plementation of the XML Indexing and Storage System (XISS) on top of a relational 

database. The system captures the nesting structure of XML data and provides the 

opportunity for storage and query processing independent of the particular struc

ture of the data. The XISS/R includes a web-based user interface, which enables 

stored documents to be queried via XPath. The XPath Query Engine automatically 

translates XPath queries into efficient SQL statements. 

In this dissertation, we addressed the ancestor-descendant, twig, and predicate 
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path query processing. To fuUy support XPath, other issues such as functions, docu

ment order, and wildcard support are important future work. We proposed indexing 

techniques and query processing algorithms, and evaluated the performances. These 

information can be used to build a cost model to help optimizers do query optimiza

tions. Building cost models for these proposed algorithms is a necessary future work 

for query optimizations. 

We proposed the XISS/R to store and query XML data. It is an important future 

work to make the XISS/R system usable to applications. We need to design and 

implement the system to support all XPath features. In the XISS/R, the indexes and 

algorithms proposed in this dissertation are not used. It is also an important future 

work to investigate how to implement the techniques proposed in this dissertation 

inside relational databases with minimized modifications to them. 

Currently, most of XML indexing techniques and query evaluation algorithms are 

targeting at XPath. How to extend the existing indexing techniques and combine 

them into XQuery engines is an interesting future research work. Another important 

part of this research is to do optimization during query evaluations. XQuery is still 

an evolving standard. Research issues related to optimization are yet to be resolved. 

There are some information can be used for query optimization. For example, many 

XML data follows schemas, which can be used in query optimization to simplify 

queries. XML data statistics are also important sources for query optimization. They 

can be used in cost models to choose different evaluation plans for XQuery. 

As a recommendation of W3C, XQuery is expected to be used widely. More and 

more Web apphcations will use XQuery to process XML data. There will be interest

ing research topics on the integration between Web applications and XML databases. 

First of all, an XQuery interface for Web applications to access XML databases is 

necessary. XQuery can be embedded in a host programming language such as Java, 

or XQuery itself can be a standalone program. A Web application can use this in

terface to send queries to and get results from XML databases. Since XQuery is a 
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full-fledged functional programming language, and a query may incur a large amount 

of computation, an XML database server may encounter more processing load than 

merely data processing. We may shift processing load from a database server to the 

client side to increase the throughput of the database server. In order to shift load, 

trade-offs such as database load status, client computing capability and data transfer 

cost need to be considered. 
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